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STADIUM 
INFORMATION 
compliments of . . 
food 
SUPERMARKETS 
We request your cooperation in observing the rules and 
traditions of this University and of the state law which 
makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic beverages 
of any kind at an athletic event. 
Concession stands are conveniently located at the end of 
each entrance ramp under the stadium. 
Rest rooms are located on both the east and west sides 
of the stadium and can be found between ramps 2 and 
4, 6 and 8, 1 and 3 plus 5 and 7. 
Telephones are conveniently located in the stadium next 
to all the rest room facilities. 
The first aid room is on the east side of the stadium between 
ramps 4 and 6. 
Anyone finding a lost article is requested to turn it in to 
the ticket office under the east stands. 
Spectators must keep off the playing field at all times during 
and after the game. At the end of the game, spectators 
must use the ramp exits rather than the field level exits. 
MHiS DAW W£H 
• Hamburgers 
• Footlongs 
• Hot Soup 
• French Fries 
• Salads 
Open Till Midnight 
Mon. -thru-Sot. 
and till 11:30 p.m. Sun. 
434 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 352-8042 
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Welcome To Bowling Green 
It is a great pleasure to welcome all "Falcon 
Fans" to this 1978 football season. And the 
welcome mat is also out for our visitors — Grand 
Valley State, Kent State, Central Michigan, Ball 
State and Ohio University. 
Saturday afternoon in America means just one 
thing — exciting, colorful intercollegiate football. 
This season at Bowling Green should provide a 
stadium full of thrills. With a quarterback, Mike 
Wright, who is a threat to either run or throw, 
and one of the finest receivers in the country in 
Jeff Groth, the Falcons should put plenty of points 
up on the board. The defense will be young and 
aggressive. 
The Mid-American Conference is known for its 
balance. With six new head coaches in the league, 
the championship appears to be up for grabs. And 
as is most often the case, the MAC Championship 
will probably be decided on the last day of con- 
ference play. 
Add to this the music of a great Falcon Marching 
Band, some special promotions for fans of all ages, 
Freddy Falcon and the cheerleaders, and you have 
the ingredients for five outstanding Saturday 
afternoons. 
Come to the game early and join the many fans 
who are rapidly making "tailgating" a tradition at 
Bowling Green. After the game take the time to 
stroll the campus and observe its beauty, includ- 
ing the two newest facilities, the Student Recreation 
Center and the School of Musical Arts Center. 
After the day is complete, we hope you will agree 
that one of the best ways to spend a fall afternoon 
is on the campus of Bowling Green State University. 
Director of A thletics 
1978 Bowling Green Fall Sports Schedules 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY (Coach Mel Brodt) SOCCER (Coach Gary Palmisano) 
Sept. 9 at Eastern Michigan Open (11 a.m.) Sept. 22 KENT STATE (3:30 p.m.) 
Sept. 16 TOLEDO & FINDLAY (11 a.m.) Sept. 26 OHIO WESLEYAN (3:30 p.m.) 
Sept. 23 at Ball St. w/N. 111.(11 a.m.) Sept. 30 at Miami (2 p.m.) 
Sept. 30 MIAMI (11 a.m.) Oct. 4 WOOSTER (3:30 p.m.) 
Oct. 6 at Notre Dame w/C. Mich. (2 p.m.) Oct. 11   OHIO STATE (3:30 p.m.) 
Oct. 14 at All-Ohio at Ohio Wesleyan (noon) Oct. 14  BALL STATE (2 p.m.) 
Oct. 21  at Kent State (11 a.m.) Oct. 18 at Cleveland State (7:30 p.m.) 
Oct. 28 at Central Collegiates (Chicago, 11 a.m.) Oct. 21  at Akron (2 p.m.) 
Nov. 4 MID-AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at BG (11 a.m.)         Oct. 25 at Toledo (3:30 p.m.) 
Nov. 11  at NCAA District 4 at Minneapolis (11 a.m.) Oct. 31   EASTERN MICHIGAN (3:30 p.m.) 
Nov. 20 NCAA Championships at Wisconsin (11 a.m.) Nov. 3  MICHIGAN STATE (3 p.m.) 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY (Coach Sid Sink) 
Sept.      24 MICHIGAN (11 a.m.) 
Nov. 
Nov. 
7 OAKLAND (3 p.m.) 
13 at Southern Illinois (1:30 p.m.) 
Sept. 30 at Golden Triangular at E. Michigan (noon) WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL (Coach Pat Peterson) 
Oct. 7 FALCON INVITATIONAL (11 a.m.) Sept. 23 at Wayne State (9 a.m.) 
Oct. 14 at Western Michigan (11 a.m.) Sept. 30 ASHLAND (11 a.m.) 
Oct. 21   BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL (11 a.m.) Oct. 7 at Cleveland St. w/Ohio St. (11 a.m.) 
Oct. 28 at Eastern Michigan (11 a.m.) Oct. 10 CEDARVILLE & BALDWIN-WALLACE (6:30 p.m.) 
Nov. 11  at MAIAW at W. Illinois (TBA) Oct. 13-14 at Mid-American Invitational at Miami (TBA) 
Nov. 18 at AIAW Nationals at U. of Colorado Oct. 18 TOLEDO (7 p.m.) 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY (Coach Pat Brett) 
Sept.      29 CEDARVILLE(4p.m.) 
Sept.     30 at Wooster(11 a.m.) 
Oct.         6 at Kent State (4 D.m.l 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
21 at Ohio Northern w/Dayton/Mt. St. Jos. (10 a.m.) 
28 at Ohio Northern w/Wayne St./Ohio U. (10 a.m.) 
3 CAPITAL & CINCINNATI (3:30 p.m.) 
7 at Kent St. (6:30 p.m.) 
Oct. 7 at Ashland (11 a.m.) Nov. 10 at OAISW Tournament (TBA) 
Oct. 10 at Michigan (4 p.m.) WOMEN'S GOLF (Coach Janet Parks) 
Oct. 14 MIAMI (11 a.m.) Sept. 15-16 at Illinois St. Invitational 
Oct. 17 at Oberlin (4:30 p.m.) Sept. 22-23 at Michigan St. Invitational 
Oct. 20 at Eastern Michigan (4 p.m.) Sept. 29-30 at Purdue Invitational 
Oct. 21  at Muskingum w/Ohio Wes. & Witt. (10 a.m.) Oct. 6-7 at Indiana Invitational 
Oct. 23 at Dayton (4 p.m.) Oct. 13-14 at MAIAW Tournament at Wisconsin 
Oct. 27-28 at OAISW Tournament (TBA) 
Nov. 3-4 at Ohio U. w/E. Kentucky (TBA) 
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CARING ABOUT YOUR GM CAR 
KEEPS MR.GOODWRENCH IN BUSINESS. 
Mr. Goodwrench is the professional service 
technician who works for your participating 
GM dealer. He has special General Motors 
tools, equipment and training—all available 
—to help him do his job and get your car 
out on time. 
He also has genuine GM parts available 
—the kind engineered specifically for your 
General Motors car. 
And Mr. Goodwrench wants you to com- 
pare his prices. Anywhere. Because General 
Motors has made it possible for him to have 
competitive prices on the parts you're most 
likely to use, like brakes, shocks and spark 
plugs. 
That's Mr. Goodwrench for you. A profes- 
sional. Stop in and let him show you how he 
cares. About you. And your GM car. 
AT PARTICIPATING INDEPENDENT CHEVROLET, PONTIAC, OLDSMOBILE, 
BUICK, CADILLAC, GMC AND CHEVY TRUCK DEALERS. 
KEEP THAT GREAT GM FEELING 
WITH GENUINE GM PARTS. PI GM QUALITY SERVICE PARTS 
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION 
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THINK ORANGE! 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
1424 E. Wooster St.    Across From Harshman    353-2252 
THE BEST IN GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Cow Bells 
• Freddie Falcon Mascots 
• Sweat Shirts 
• Throw-Away Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
• Dave Wottle Posters 
VAUGHN   FERRELL   -   BGSU   '69 
FERRELL'S 
CARPETING 
EXPERIENCED INSTALLATION 
WALLPAPER • LINOLEUM 
SALES & INSTALLATION 
Armstrong COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
PAINTING CONTRACTOR 
123 W. MAIN    TONTOGANY 
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 PAINTS'' 
823-6453 
The 
University 
Union 
Welcomes You To 
BOWLING GREEN 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
May We Be Your Host: 
• Dine with us in one of our 
four dining rooms or snack 
bars before or after the 
game. 
• Stay overnight in one of our 
26 guest rooms. 
• Visit the "Little Shop" for 
gifts. 
• Arrange for Conferences, 
Meetings and Banquets. 
SERVICE TAILORED 
TO MEET YOUR 
INDIVIDUAL OR 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
NEEDS 
419-372-2241 
ENJOY THE GAME 
AND LET US BE 
OF SERVICE TO YOU 
Bowling Green Hockey Outlook Bright 
Despite Departure of Seven Regulars 
by Jim Schneider 
Despite the fact the Bowling Green 
State University hockey team will be 
missing seven four-year regulars from 
1977-78's 31-8 record-breaking squad, 
the 1978-79 squad should be in con- 
tention to repeat as Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association champs. 
Head coach Ron Mason, CCHA 
Coach-of-the-Year in 1977-78, will have 
16 lettermen returning for the new 
season as the Falcons attempt to 
keep several team streaks alive. 
The Falcons have won 23 consecu- 
tive home games, three straight CCHA 
championships and have been invited 
to the NCAA playoffs two seasons 
in a row. 
However, Mason will face a problem 
this season similar to the one he faced 
a year ago and that is in the goalie 
position. With Brian Stankiewicz's 
decison not to return to Bowling 
Green this fall, Mason will look to 
sophomore Wally Charko, who labored 
in Stankiewicz's shadow in 1977-78 
at the all-important net-minding 
position. 
"Losing Brian was a tough blow to 
our club, but I am very confident that 
Wally can do an outstanding jo for us 
this winter," emphasized the Falcon 
mentor. "He played exceptionally 
well when he started and I know he 
will continue to improve with more 
playing time this season. I felt we 
recruited two outstanding goalies a 
year ago. He will be a very important 
man on our club this year." 
Charko started 11 games and com- 
piled a fine 8-2 record in his starts 
along with limiting the opposition to 
just 3.19 goals-per-game. He had 264 
saves and allowed just 33 goals. 
All-American Ken Morrow will be 
back for his fourth season on the 
BG defense. Morrow (8-18-26) earned 
all-league honors for his third straight 
year and was an all-tournament 
selection at the Cornell Holiday 
Hockey Festival. 
Mason may pair freshman John 
Gibb with Morrow as his two-year 
partner John Mavity graduated along 
with former tri-captain Tom Thomas, 
who left BG after playing in a record 
145 consecutive games. 
THREE KEY MEN: A trio of Falcons figure prominently in Bowling Green's hockey 
plans for the 1978-79 season which opens Friday night at the University of Michigan. 
The three players are (L-R) Paul Titanic, Ken Morrow and Wally Charko. Titanic will 
captain the Falcons this season, while Morrow was the first BG player to ever earn 
All-America honors last season. Charko, a sophomore, will be the Falcons starting 
goalie. The team will open its home portion of the season next Saturday night against 
Michigan starting at 7:30. 
The second defensive pairing at the 
start of the season will most likely 
include junior Mike Cotter (3-23-26), 
a Minnesota North Star (NHL) draft 
pick this past summer, along with 
sophomore Pete Sikorski (0-3-3). 
Sikorski saw limited action his fresh- 
man season, but dressed for 38 of 
the 39 games and played well when 
called on in the playoffs. 
The third pairing for the Falcons 
will be made up from the group of 
junior Mike Siccuro, sophomore Derek 
Arzoomanian and freshman Andre 
Latreille. 
CCHA Player-of-the-Year John 
Markell, the leading scorer in the 
league with his 61 points, returns to 
lead the Falcon forwards. 
Last season Markell (33-28-61) 
teamed up with Mark Wells (11-34-45) 
and Paul Titanic (15-20-35) to give 
BGSU an exciting line that could play 
both ways. 
However, Mason may have to break 
up the line to get a better all around 
balance for the team. 
Wells shared the CCHA scoring 
title with Markell when they were 
both All-CCHA first team selections 
as sophomores and he is in great 
shape after playing this summer along 
with Morrow and the departed Thomas 
in the Olympic trials in Colorado. 
Titanic was voted captain for the 
current season and is a solid two-way 
player. His eight-goal outburst in the 
playoffs last season is an example 
that Titanic is a clutch player. 
Junior alternate captain Tom Newton 
(20-19-39) will return to a center 
position this season after spending 
most of last year as a right wing. 
Another key center for the Falcons 
will be Yves Pelland (5-6-11) who 
teams up with Titanic as the top 
penalty killing unit. 
Other veteran forwards include 
senior Bruce Newton (8-9-17) and 
juniors Steve Dawe (5-8-13), Tim 
Alexander (2-1-3), John Allen, Andy 
Crowther (0-5-5) and Tom Olsen (2-3-5). 
Both Crowther and Olsen are coming 
off surgery and Olsen may miss the 
start of the season. Senior Steve 
Douglass (2-8-10) will move up to 
forward from his defense position. 
The new season will prove to be a 
test as the Falcons will face a rugged 
40-game regular season schedule that 
includes 24 CCHA games and non- 
league tests from Michigan, Vermont, 
New Hampshire, Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence. The Falcons will visit the 
Old Colony Tournament at Christmas 
in Providence hosted by Brown Uni- 
versity. McGill and Vermont join BG 
as visitors in the round-robin tourney. 
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Phone 
352-2595 
163 S. Main St. 
in "5" rooms to serve you For "Dining at it's Finest" 
Dine in the Elegant BISMARCK ROOM, 
or our new BARBAROSSA ROOM 
Catering 
Of All 
Types 
Your Hosts: 
Pam 
Tony 
Stan 
Beef Carved The Way You Like It On Our Luncheon Buffet 
Deluxe Prime Rib and Seafood Buffet Fri. and Sat. Nights 
A 
D 
U 
L 
T 
D 
I 
S 
C 
0 
THu, 
FR. 
SAn 
10:00 
P.M. 
T 
I 
L 
L 
2:00 
A.M. 
FLY 
HIGH 
FALCONS 
Bee Gee 
Realty 
"Where Service 
Is Part Of 
The Purchase" 
VIRGINIA M. WALTZ 
Broker-Realtor 
PHONE 
352-3521 
BOWLING GREEN 
989 S. MAIN 
SERVING THE MIDWEST IN MANY WAYS 
Grain Marketing 
Grain Elevators 
Animal Feed Mfg. 
Fertilizer Mfg. 
Corncob Processing 
• 
Seeds & Chemicals 
Farm Supplies 
General Stores 
Tire Shops 
Garden Centers 
% t 
MAUMEE • TOLEDO, OHIO 
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 
DELPHI, INDIANA 
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Coach Denny Stolz 
Denny Stolz, who helped revitalize the 
football program at Alma College and 
Michigan State, is currently in his second 
year as head coach at Bowling Green. 
The former Big Ten Coach-of-the-Year 
has compiled a solid 58-36-1 record as 
head coach on the college level for a 
winning percentage of .617. Although 
the Falcons recorded a 5-7 mark in 1977, 
a pair of sound recruiting campaigns 
promise to brighten the outlook for the 
Falcons for this season and the future. 
Before joining the Falcon staff, Stolz 
had served as head coach at Michigan 
State from 1973-75. He led the Spartans 
to an impressive 19-13-1 record which was 
the only winning record produced among 
Big Ten coaches other than Woody Hayes 
and Bo Schembechler. 
Stolz started his rebuilding program at 
Michigan State with a 5-6 record in 1973, 
but a year later he directed the Spartans 
to a 7-3-1 mark for the best record at 
MSU since 1966. The team was 6-1-1 in 
conference play and only a tie with Illinois 
kept it out of the title picture. His efforts 
earned him coaching plaudits from the 
Big Ten and the Spartans finished in 
12th place in the AP poll and 18th in the 
UPI ratings. A 16-13 win over Ohio State 
highlighted the campaign as the Buckeyes 
were ranked number one at the time. 
A year later, Stolz led State to a 7-4 
record and a third place Big Ten finish. 
Highlight of the 1975 season was a 10-3 
upset of Notre Dame. 
His coaching success earned him a 
spot as head coach of the North team in 
the 1976 Ail-American Bowl in Tampa, and 
he directed his team to a win over a South 
squad. 
Stolz began his coaching career with 
the Spartans as an assistant to Duffy 
Daugherty in 1971. As defensive co- 
ordinator, his units ranked second and 
third in the league in total defense. 
Prior to joining Daugherty, Stolz was 
head coach at Alma College from 1965-70. 
Taking over a team that had won just 
three games in four years, he molded 
Alma into a Michigan Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association (MIAA) power. During 
his six-year tenure, his teams won three 
MIAA titles, compiled an 18-game win 
streak and were unbeaten in 1967 and 
1968. 
A graduate of Alma and a native of 
Lansing, Mich., Stolz got his start in 
coaching at Haslett High School where 
he had a nine-year record of 40-13-3 from 
1955-63. He also spent a year as defensive 
coordinator at Lansing Eastern High 
School in 1964. 
He earned his bachelor's degree from 
Alma in 1955 and a master's from MSU 
in 1960. He and his wife, Cena, are the 
parent's of a son, Doak, 18, and daughters, 
Dawn, 17, and Denise, 10. 
BOWLING GREEN'S 1978 COACHING STAFF: Front Row (L-R) - Steve Beckholt, 
defensive coordinator and linebackers; Charlie Butler, assistant to the head coach 
and offensive line; Mike Rasmussen, offensive coordinator and offensive backs. Back 
Row (L-R) — Gary Pinkel, receivers; Jim Heacock, defensive line; Denny Stolz, head 
coach; Charlie Baggett, defensive ends. 
The Coaching Staff 
CHARLIE BAGGETT, a 1975 Michigan State graduate, will work with the Falcon 
defense and handle the defensive ends. Charlie was a member of the Bowling Green 
staff in 1977, serving on a part-time basis in several areas, including working with 
the offensive backs. He holds the Michigan State career total offense record of 4,041 
yards set during the 1973-75 season. A co-captain in 1975, Baggett also earned MVP 
honors once during his career and was also selected to play in the All-American Bowl 
which he participated in 1976. Baggett, who holds a degree in economics and food 
management, is also a former All-Big Ten choice at guarterback and stands second 
in Spartan career passing. 
STEVE BECKHOLT is starting his second year with the Bowling Green staff and 
will once again serve as the Falcons' defensive coordinator. Another Michigan State 
graduate (1971), Beckholt previously served as defensive coordinator at Albion (Mich.) 
College before coming to Bowling Green. In his final season at Albion, Beckholt's 
defense helped the team to a 9-0 record and the top spot in defensive statistics 
among Division III schools in the country. He was a two-year letterman at linebacker 
for Western Michigan before transferring to Michigan State. Beckholt also holds a 
master's degree from Central Michigan University. 
CHARLIE BUTLER was Stolz's offensive line coach at Michigan State from 1973-75 
and will serve in the same capacity at Bowling Green in addition to being the administra- 
tive assistant to the head coach. A 1961 graduate of Middle Tennessee State, Butler 
was an offensive guard and linebacker in college and later served on the Blue Raiders' 
coaching staff from 1966-71. He later moved on to Colorado State before joining Stolz 
at Michigan State in 1973. Butler was also an outstanding high school coach in 
Tennessee, leading Hendersonville High School to a pair of bowl games in the state. 
He holds a master's degree from Middle Tennessee. 
JIM HEACOCK is starting his first year with the BG staff after previously serving in 
various facets of the Bowling Green program. A 1970 graduate of Muskingum (O.) 
College, Heacock was a part-time member of the Falcon staff in 1972-73 as a 
graduate assistant. Heacock earned four letters at Muskingum and was chosen All-Ohio 
as a defensive back for three years. Following graduation he played for two seasons 
with the Green Bay Packers and Cincinnati Bengals (1970-71) before coming to Bowling 
Green. Heacock returned to Muskingum in 1973 and served as head track coack and 
assistant football coach until rejoining the Falcon staff this year. 
GARY PINKEL, a former standout at Kent State, will once again handle the tight ends 
and receivers for the Falcons. Pinkel earned All-MAC honors at Kent State in 1972 and 
1973 and was also accorded honorable mention All-America honors as a senior. He 
ranks second on the Golden Flashes' all-time career receiving list and he had a tryout 
with Pittsburgh following his career there. Got his start in coaching as a student coach 
at Kent State under Don James before spending two years with James on the University 
of Washington staff. Was a team captain in 1973 and was also chosen as Kent's MVP. 
MIKE RASMUSSEN is another of the Bowling Green coaches who joined Denny Stolz 
in his first season in 1977. Rasmussen, who was the starting quarterback at Michigan 
State in 1971 and 1972, has a very diverse coaching background, having served as an 
assistant coach at Chico (Calif.) State and the University of Hawaii. He served as the 
offensive coordinator at Hawaii before joining the Falcon staff last fall. During his 
career at Michigan State, Rasmussen established himself as one of the top passers 
in Spartan history. A former junior college All-America at Fresno City College, 
Rasmussen will coach the offensive backs and also serve as the offensive coordinator. 
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Senior Spotlight 
Cummins and Holovacs Enjoying 
Fine Senior Years For Falcons 
by Steve Shutt 
Steve Holovacs 
Steve Holovacs is working 
on his third varsity letter in 
football in 1978. And in his 
final year of collegiate football, 
Holovacs is an integral part of 
one of the top offensive 
machines in the nation. But 
Holovacs, along with the rest 
of the Falcon offense, does not 
aim to be just the best offense. 
"We just go out there and 
try to win," said the 5-7, 191- 
pound fullback. "But it is a nice 
feeling (leading the nation) and 
we'd like to keep it up." 
Bowling Green, marked for a 
mediocre season at best by 
the nation's football forecasters, 
has surprised more than a few 
people with its potent offen- 
sive attack. And the Falcons are planning on continuing the 
winning. "We're going out there and take one game at a time; 
that way we'll get them all," said Holovacs. 
"Some people may say they were easy games but the offense 
has jelled and we've gotten better each week," commented 
Holovacs. "One of the things the writers pick on is what you 
have coming back and what we have is a young team with 
some quality ball players who are really helping us out," 
continued Steve. 
Has the youth of the team put any more pressure on 
the three-year letterman for leadership? "You really don't 
change your style of pepping guys up," said Holovacs. "Every- 
body knows their job and the seniors are the leaders and the 
juniors help out a lot, too." 
Possibly one of the reasons the "experts" weren't picking 
Bowling Green for a stellar season was the lack of an experienced 
quarterback. But Mike Wright has proven himself to be a far 
greater signal caller than anyone could have expected. 
"I knew Mike was going to be a real good quarterback," 
stated Holovacs, "And with his running ability he allows us to 
use a whole new game plan because he attacks in every aspect 
of offense." 
As a senior, Holovacs, along with the rest of the Falcons, 
has a goal inside to win the Mid-American Conference champ- 
ionship in '78. "We want to win the MAC," said Steve, "And I 
feel that that would be a real nice way to go out." 
Holovacs came to Bowling Green three years ago from 
Amherst (Firelands) where he rushed for over 1,000 yards as a 
senior and left the school as its leading career rusher with 
more than 4,000 yards. Things haven't been quite as spectacular 
with the Falcons. Holovacs rushed for more than 400 yards as 
a sophomore but missed a good deal of playing time last season 
and some of this year with injuries. 
But Steve showed a flash of brilliance a few weeks ago when 
he took a screen pass from quarterback Dave Endres and 
sprinted 73 yards for a touchdown against Grand Valley, his 
longest TD at Bowling Green. 
Said coach Denny Stolz, "I was really glad to see Steve get 
that touchdown. He had a tough time last year. And his legs 
aren't the longest in the world." 
A visual communications major, Steve has a major decision 
facing him concerning what he'll do after football. "I can go 
into construction or education," said Holovacs. "I'm going to 
have to think what I want to do. I'm still young but what I 
choose is what I'll do for the rest of my life." 
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Bob Cummins 
Bob Cummins, Bowling 
Green's senior free safety, is 
very optimistic for the upcoming 
games and is looking for an 
exciting Mid-American Con- 
ference race, hopefully with 
the Falcons in the thick of it. 
"I knew we were going to be 
young and we'd have to get 
the young guys experience," 
said Cummins. "It's coming 
along well. The last two games 
have given us confidence and 
now we feel comfortable play- 
ing together." 
"The race is going to be wide 
open like it is every year," said 
the 6-1,   197-pound  senior.  "I 
don't think the team that wins 
will have more than one loss." 
With the offense exploding for 95 points in two games early 
in the season, the defense was under some pressure to keep the 
opponents out of the end zone. But after the Villanova loss, 
the Falcon defenders yielded just nine points in two contests. 
"I'm playing relaxed, just trying to do the best I can and not 
worry about mistakes," admitted Cummins. 
As far as winning the MAC, Cummins echoed the comments 
of teammate Steve Holovacs. "We have to take each game one 
at a time. None of them are going to be easy. We've got Kent 
State then Miami, Central Michigan and Ball State, all tough 
teams. We just want to play every game well. 
Cummins listed his biggest thrill at Bowling Green as 
starting in the defensive backfield in 1976 when the Falcons 
invaded and defeated Syracuse. "There was a big crowd and I 
was hoping to do well and hoping the team would do well and 
when we won, it was really exciting." 
Cummins entered the '78 season with six interceptions and 
a shot at the record of 12 in a career. Bob quickly picked up 
four in the first five games and is now looking to break the 
record held by Max Minnich. 
"I'm two off the mark right now," said Cummins, "And that's 
on my mind." 
Cummins came to Bowling Green from Brooklyn, Ohio where 
he served as defensive back, quarterback and captain of 
Brooklyn's only undefeated team ever in the school's history. 
"I narrowed my choices down to Michigan State, Kentucky 
and Bowling Green," said Bob. "I immediately forgot Michigan 
State because my visit there wasn't that good. But when I 
came to Bowling Green, I really liked the people I was with. 
I like this school a lot, especially socially." 
Cummins is a distributive education major and will probably 
spend the majority of winter quarter doing his student teaching. 
"I'm half in business and half in education so I can go either 
way," said Cummins. "I'm thinking I might like to go into 
marketing but I can also teach." 
Let's hope Bob Cummins' students can say their teacher 
played for Bowling Green in '78, the year they won the MAC. 
Know your 
candy signals 
Signal for MILKY WAY*Bar. 
Raise three fingers of left hand while pointing 
with right. Get three great tastes in one great bar. 
Signal for SNICKERS" Bar. 
Left palm extended, while right hand makes 
three chopping motions. No matter how you 
slice it, it comes up peanuts. 
Signal for 3 MUSKETEERS'1 Bar. 
Look up and point with three fingers while right 
hand rubs stomach. It's the fluffy chocolate bar 
that gives your spirits a lift. 
Signal for "M&M's"" Plain Chocolate Candies. 
Alternate left palm extended with lifting and 
pointing to mouth. "The milk chocolate melts in 
your mouth-not in your hand!* 
BSMUSII 
TmmM 
MUSKETEERS 
MUKCHOCOUTE 
Signal for "M&M's" * Peanut Chocolate Candies. 
Move finger in clockwise motion pointing 
toward head. Go crazy for the peanut chocolate 
candies. "The milk chocolate melts in your 
mouth-not in your hand."® 
IMTC V 
fSSSSSSSt CHOCOLATE CANDIES 
::
       
::* " 
These candies are on sale in the stadium now. 
OMARS, Inc. 1978 
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Meet The Bowling Green Falcons 
Dirk Abernathy 
Niles 
Mark Bogue 
Columbus 
Brad Baker 
North Canton 
Frank Bartoszek 
Kentwood, Mich. 
Tom Beaber 
Columbus 
John Broderick 
Plymouth, Mich. 
Kevin Browning 
Detroit, Mich. 
Carl Brungard 
Hudson 
Bob Bistritz 
Chagrin Falls 
Mike Callesen 
Cleveland 
Mike Bixel 
Willoughby 
Doug Carr 
South Charleston 
Dave Cassel 
Wyandotte, Mich. 
Myke Clarett 
Youngstown 
Barry Clark 
Oregon 
Harvey Coleman 
Lorain 
Bob Cummins 
Brooklyn 
si! 
w 
Rich Deutsch 
Valley City 
Tony Dunklin 
Cleveland 
Dave Ellis 
Battle Creek, Mich 
Dave Endres 
Cincinnati 
Bob Fisher 
Salem 
John Fitzpatrick 
Williamsville, N.Y. 
Kevin Folkes 
Detroit, Mich. 
Darhyl Garrett 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Todd Gates 
Columbus 
Jim Gause 
Chillicothe 
Bryan Gibbs 
Garden City, Mich. 
Gary Granger 
Columbus 
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L 
THE 
MEAT PEOPLE! 
GreatScot 
FRIENDLY   FOOD   STORES 
^»&x&u\& ® VUA- 
'-*-""ji£'"""- PEN^OIL) 
CENTRAL SERVICE 
Wooster & Prospect 
Bowling Green, OH 
GARY EMCH — OWNER 
Pick Up & Delivery Service 
Credit Cards Honored 
Minor Motor Tune-Up 
Complete Brake Service 
Batteries • Tires        • Tubes 
• Quality Mufflers and 
Tail Pipe Service 
• Lubrication 
• Wheel Balancing 
• Auto Air Conditioning Service 
ROAD SERVICE 
352-2401 
1550 E. WOOSTER ST. (Across from Stadium) 352-5211 
Home of the "Stable" Restaurant 
BACK 
AGAIN 
THIS 
YEAR 
CABARET THEATRE 
COME TO "CABARET THREATRE" 
Student Price $3.50 
Jointly produced by University Theatre and Holiday Inn 
For Reservations call  (419) 3525211 
One Show Nightly  9:00 p.m. 
"Fantasticks" Oct. 13.14, 20. 21. 27, 28, Nov. 3, 4, 10, 11 
"Sweet Charity" Nov. 17, 18, Dec. 1, 2, 8, 9.15,16 
"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown" Jan. 12.13, 19. 20. 26. 27, Feb. 9, 10, 16. 17 
"Cabaret" Feb. 23. 24, March 2, 3, 9. 10, 16, 17 
• "Fantasticks" Produced by Special Arrangements with Music Theatre International, Inc.      ° 
• "Sweet Charity", "You're A Good Man Charlie Brown". "Cabaret" Produced by Special Arrangements with Tarns Whrtmark Music Theatre Library, Inc. 
•   Group Rates — $12.00 per person — Includes Buffet Dinner, Theatre, Taxes and Gratuity 
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Meet The Bowling Green Falcons 
Steve Holovacs 
Amherst 
Alvin Howard 
Cincinnati 
Gerald Howard 
Columbus 
Dean Hull 
Diamondale, Mich. 
Matt Humphrey 
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 
Ed Holmes 
Inwood, N.Y. 
Rich Iverson 
Streetsboro 
Kip Kane 
Columbus 
Pat Kennedy 
Toledo 
Curt Lewis 
Plymouth, Mich. 
Bruce Matter 
Bluffton 
John Meek 
Akron 
Joe Merritt 
Middletown 
Jim Mitolo Rex Mohr Dave Panczyk John Park Jeff Peacock Matt Pillar 
Warren Dayton Parma Heights Sarnia. Ont. Blissfield. Mich. Toronto 
Mark Prchlik 
Strongsville 
Dan Putman 
Okemos, Mich. 
Steve Raabe 
North Baltimore 
Dan Reiner 
Avon Lake 
Tim Ross 
Toledo 
Carl Rosser 
Cincinnati 
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Today's Visitor — Kent State 
Statistical Story 
BOWLING GREEN 
BG OPP 
First Downs 123 92 
Rushing Yards 1401 969 
Passing 138/82/5 87/38/8 
(Attempts/Completions/Interceptions) 
Passing Yards 1203 529 
Total Offense 2604 1498 
Punts/Avg. 17/33.3 27/41.1 
Fumbles/Lost 21/13 10/7 
Penalties/Yards 26/245 23/207 
Points 185 95 
FALCON LEADERS 
Rushing — Mike Wright, 383 yds., 5.6 
avg.; Doug Wiener, 362 yds., 4.8 avg.; 
Dave Windatt, 305 yds., 5.5 avg. 
Passing — Mike Wright, 69 of 120, 
4 int.,9TD's, 1015 yds. 
Receiving — Jeff Groth, 26 for 386 yds., 
6 TD's; Dan Shetler, 21 for 350 yds., 1 TD. 
Punting — Doug Groth, 17 for 33.3 avg. 
Punt Returns — Dan Shetler, 2 for 18 
yds.; Jeff Groth, 4 for 13 yds. 
Kickoff Returns — Dave Cassel, 7 for 
114 yds.; Steve Raabe, 4 for 62 yds. 
Interceptions — Cummins, 4 for 45 yds.; 
Jac Tomasello, 2 for 0 yds. 
Tackles — Jim Mitolo, 54; Mike Caliesen, 
53; Todd Gates, 49; Jim Gause, 45; Bob 
Cummins, 37; Ed Holmes, 32; Dirk Aber- 
nathy, 32; John Fitzpatrick, 27. 
Scoring — Doug Wiener, 7 TD for 42 
pts.; Jeff Groth, 6 TD and 1 2-pt. conv. 
for 38; Mike Wright, 6 TD for 36 pts. 
KENT STATE 
KSU OPP 
First Downs                           48 92 
Rushing Yards                     612 1083 
Passing                            22/66/11 36/77/6 
(Attempts/Compietions/lnterceptions) 
Passing Yards                      272 476 
Total Offense                       884 1559 
Punts/Avg.                        41/38.0 32/36.8 
Fumbles/Lost                     18/4 16/11 
Penalties/Yards                35/319 33/312 
Points                                     57 99 
KENT LEADERS 
Rushing — Dave Bouldin, 153 yds., 
3.7 avg.; Ricky Owens, 129 yds., 3.1 avg. 
Passing — Keith Elam, 8 of 18, 4 int., 
117 yds., 0 TD's; Tom Detaney, 7 of 23, 
3 int., 94 yds., 1 TD. 
Receiving — Mike Moore, 9 for 172 
yds.; Sam Moore, 3 for 24 yds. 
Punting — Mike Huth 41 for 38.0 avg. 
Punt Returns — Woodie Thompson 13 
for 144 yds. 
Kickoff Returns — Mike Moore 6 for 
123 yds. 
Interceptions — Mickey Mund 2 for 19 
yds.; Woodie Thompson 2 for 16 yds. 
Tackles — Mike Zele, 83; Bob Wallace, 
72; Jack Lazor, 65; Mike McKibben, 50; 
Andre Lanier, 43. 
Scoring — Bouldin, Delaney and Doug 
West all 2 TD's. 
Bowling Green returns for its second 
of five home games during the 1978 
season today as it hosts its long-time 
MAC rival Kent State University. 
The Falcons, who have played eight 
of their last 10 games on the road 
dating back to last season, bring a 
3-2 overall record and a 2-1 MAC 
ledger into this afternoon's battle with 
Kent State. The Golden Flashes have 
won two of five games this fall and 
are 1-3 in MAC play. 
Bowling Green was awesome in 
last Saturday's win over Toledo before 
over 18,000 fans in the Glass Bowl. 
The Brown and Orange struck for 
626 yards total offense and finished 
the day with three runners gaining 
over 100 yards. Sophomore fullback 
Dave Windatt led all Falcon runners 
with 139 yards, while quarterback 
Mike Wright picked up 131 yards and 
freshman tailback added 125. Cassel 
was subbing for Doug Wiener who 
left the game in the first half with an 
injury. 
The Falcons also continue to figure 
prominently in both MAC and NCAA 
statistics which were released this 
week. They were ranked first national- 
ly in total offense with better than 
520 yards-per-game and also paced 
the MAC in that category. In addition, 
the Falcons led the MAC in scoring 
with an average of 37 points-a-game 
and were the loop's top passing club. 
In NCAA individual statistics, 
Wright was ranked second in total 
offense and flanker Jeff Groth was 
10th in receiving with 5.2 catches-per- 
game. Groth also continues to move 
up in the BG career receiving depart- 
ment with his 106 career grabs. He is 
currently tied with Bob Zimpfer in 
second place with Ed Jones 13 
catches in front. 
This will be the 47th meeting ever 
between Kent State and Bowling Green 
with BG holding a 28-12-6 lead over 
the Golden Flashes. Bowling Green 
has won the last four games and 
Kent's last win was in 1973, 21-7. A 
member of that Kent State team was 
current BG assistant coach Gary 
Pinkel. 
Today's game will also mark the 
return to BG of former Falcon athletic 
standout Ron Blackledge, who is 
currently serving as the Golden 
Flashes' head coach. A 1960 graduate 
of Bowling Green, Blackledge earned 
three letters in football and baseball 
and is a member of the BG Hall of 
Fame. The Kent State position is his 
first crack at a head coaching job on 
the college level. 
The Canton native has put together 
a strong defense with a trio of out- 
standing players in tackles Mike Zele 
and Bob Wallace and linebacker Jack 
Lazor. Both Lazor and Zele were first 
team All-MAC choices a year ago. 
Following today's game, the Falcons 
will return to the road for an important 
MAC meeting with Miami before 
coming home for back-to-back games 
against two of the leagues top clubs 
— Central Michigan and Ball State. 
The Central Michigan game is the 
annual Homecoming game and the 
Ball State meeting will be part of the 
Parents Day activities. 
Today also kicked off the first of 
four pre-game talks by former BG 
head coach Doyt Perry in the Letter- 
man's Lounge on the East Side 
stadium starting at 12:15. Perry will 
preview the week's opponents and 
these informal talks are open to all 
interested BG fans. 
Some of the many people on hand 
for today's game are school safety 
patrols from Northwest Ohio, the Big 
Brothers of Northwest Ohio, various 
area high school football teams and 
the Junior Falcon of the Week is ten- 
year old Eric Nungester, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Larry Nungester of Bloom- 
dale. 
Falcon Notes — Senior defensive 
back Bob Cummins needs just 3 
interceptions to set a new Falcon 
record ... Mike Wright is currently 
ranked sixth for most yards gained 
passing in one season with 1,015 
yards ... The BG record is 2,103 yards 
set by Mark Miller in 1977.. Jeff 
Groth is ranked second in career 
interceptions with 106... The BG 
record is 119 by Ed Jones. 
Schedule & Results 
Bowling Green (3-2) 
Villanova 35, Bowling Green 28 
BGSU 43, Eastern Michigan 6 
BGSU 49, Grand Valley State 3 
Western Michigan 24, BGSU 20 
BGSU 45, Toledo 27 
Oct.      14—Kent State (1:30) 
Oct.       21 —Miami (1:30) 
Oct.       28—Central Michigan (1:30) 
Nov.       4—Ball State (1:30) 
Nov.      11—at S. Mississippi (8:30) 
Nov.      18—Ohio University (1:30) 
Kent State (2-3) 
Central Michigan 41, Kent St. 0 
Ball State 27, Kent St. 3 
Kent State 34, Illinois St. 3 
Kent St. 20, Ohio University 14 
Western Michigan 14, Kent St. 0 
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Meet The Bowling Green Falcons 
Mike Rullo 
Parma 
Brian Shipman 
Drayton Plains, Mich. 
Jim Schumann 
Kettering 
John Spengler 
Toledo 
Mark Shaffer 
Columbus 
Joe Studer 
Massillon 
Jim Sheets 
Salem 
Mike Sugden 
Westerville 
Dan Shetler 
North Canton 
Titus Taylor 
Wickliffe 
Sam Thacker 
Cincinnati 
Mike Tobey 
Hubbard 
Jac Tomasello 
St. Clair Shores, Mich. 
Mike Tucker 
Fairborn 
Rick Underman 
Elyria 
Fred Wasson 
Gahanna 
Doug Wiener 
Canton 
Dave Windatt 
Muskegon, Mich. 
Mike Wright 
Wellsville 
1978 GRADUATE ASSISTANTS: (L-R) - Scott Rollo, Jim Piper and Ron 
Vanderlinden. 
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SocOt Side "6 
Your after the game headquarters for: 
COLD BEER, WINE AND CHAMPAGNE 
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC 
AND 
ALL YOUR 
PARTY SUPPLIES 
OPEN WEEKDAYS AND SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
FRI. AND SAT. 9:00 A.M. - MIDNIGHT 
Located at Corner of S. Main & Napoleon Rd. 
For Your 
Sports Viewing Pleasure 
QUALITY OPTIC BINOCULARS 
Fine Cameras And Complete 
Camera Supplies 
STORE HOURS 
Sun. Morning 9 - 12:30 
Mon. thru  Sat. 8:30 - 9:00 
ROGERS 
DRUGS 
& Camera Shop 
135 North Main — Bowling Green 
PHONE 352-7575 
TteUveMittf Soc^ Stone 
Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. ■ 5 p.m. Weekdays, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
FILM    •    UMBRELLAS    •     RAIN PONCHOS    •     FALCON SOUVENIRS    •    SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS    •    ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES    •    GREETING CARDS    •    GIFTS 
VISIT US AFTER THE GAME! 
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1978 Bowling Green Roster 
NO NAME POS. HT. WT. AGE YR. 
14 Dirk Abernathy** ss 6-0 191 21 Sr. 
18 Brad Baker FL 6-2 188 21 Sr. 
66 Frank Barloszek OG 6-1 210 18 Fr. 
57 Tom Beaber* C 6-1 215 20 Jr. 
15 Bob Bistritz CB 5-11 172 18 Fr. 
47 Michael Bixel LB 6-3 219 18 Fr. 
3 Mark Bogue DB 5-11 178 19 So. 
74 John Broderick OT 6-4 209 18 Fr. 
40 Kevin Browning FB 5-11 195 18 Fr. 
64 Carl Brungard OG 6-2 211 19 So. 
49 Mike Callesen* LB 6-0 218 20 Jr. 
81 Doug Carr TE 6-4 207 18 Fr. 
13 Dave Cassel TB 5-10 185 18 Fr. 
92 Myke Clarett LB 6-1 212 19 Fr. 
78 Barry Clark OT 6-4 240 21 Sr. 
44 Joe Coalter WS 5-11 215 18 Fr. 
82 Harvey Coleman FL 6-2 175 21 Jr. 
22 Bob Cummins** WS 6-0 205 21 Sr.. 
97 Richard Deutsch MG 6-2 230 18 Fr. 
34 Tony Dunklin* CB 6-0 186 20 So. 
63 Dave Ellis OG 6-2 218 17 Fr. 
10 Dave Endres QB 6-4 186 19 So. 
33 Mark Firek SE 5-10 163 18 Fr. 
85 John Fitzpatrick* LB 6-2 225 21 Sr. 
30 Kevin Folkes TB 5-8 171 18 Fr. 
75 Darhyl Garrett OT 6-2 225 18 Jr. 
70 Todd Gales DT 6-4 240 19 So. 
36 Dan Gatta LB 6-0 209 20 Jr. 
61 Jim Gause** LB 6-0 229 22 Sr. 
4 Jeff Genyk QB 6-1 180 18 Fr. 
93 Bryan Gibbs OT 6-2 225 18 Fr. 
69 Gary Granger LB 6-4 209 19 Fr. 
6 Doug Groth QB 6-0 175 20 Jr. 
23 Jeff Groth*** FL 5-10 178 21 Sr. 
42 Joe Guyer** LB 6-1 203 21 Sr. 
79 Bob Harris* OT 6-6 250 20 Jr. 
7 Doug Heisterman CB 6-0 183 21 Sr. 
94 Ed Holmes* DT 6-0 227 20 Sr. 
32 Steve Holovacs*** FB 5-8 197 22 Sr. 
71 Alvin Howard OT 6-2 241 19 So. 
60 Gerald Howard OG 6-1 217 19 So. 
67 Dean Hull* OG 6-0 243 19 So. 
16 Matthew Humphrey QB 6-2 185 18 Fr. 
96 Richard Iverson DT 6-3 235 18 Fr. 
52 Kip Kane** MG 6-3 227 21 Sr. 
80 Patrick Kennedy SS 6-1 205 18 Fr. 
31 Eli Kirk TB 5-8 165 18 Fr. 
8 Curt Lewis FL 6-1 180 18 Fr. 
39 Bruce Matter LB 6-2 215 18 Fr. 
83 John Meek TE 6-2 211 18 Fr. 
17 Joe Merritt* CB 5-10 182 19 So. 
50 Jim Mitolo** MG 5-10 205 21 Sr. 
76 Rex Mohr OT 6-4 239 20 Jr. 
58 Brian Nordin MG 5-10 190 18 Fr. 
84 Dave Panczyk* TE 6-1 210 19 So. 
87 John Park* TE 6-1 230 19 So. 
73 Jeff Peacock OG 6-2 218 19 Fr. 
21 Matt Pillar* SE 6-0 180 21 Sr. 
77 Mark Prchlik OT 6-1 223 19 So. 
37 Dan Putman* LB 6-1 200 19 So. 
38 Steve Raabe* CB 6-0 188 20 Jr. 
98 Dan Reiner DT 6-5 235 18 Fr. 
90 Tim Ross* LB 6-5 205 19 So. 
26 Carl Rosser FB 6-0 188 19 So. 
65 Mike Rullo* OG 6-2 210 19 So. 
51 Jim Schumann C 6-1 240 18 Fr. 
54 Mark Shaffer C 6-3 223 21 Sr. 
53 Jim Sheets DT 5-11 220 20 Jr. 
25 Dan Shetler* SE 5-11 167 19 So. 
62 Brian Shipman* OG 6-2 195 19 So. 
11 John Spengler* K 5-9 161 19 So. 
55 Joe Studer** C 6-0 227 22 Sr. 
20 Mike Sugden** FS 6-0 180 20 Jr. 
28 Titus Taylor FL 5-10 166 20 Jr. 
95 Sam Thacker LB 6-2 197 19 So. 
5 Jac Tomasello CB 6-2 180 18 Fr. 
19 Mike Tucker QB 6-3 192 19 So. 
91 Rick Underman* DT 6-1 222 22 Jr. 
43 Jim Vannett DB 6-1 180 18 Fr. 
9 Fred Wasson DB 5-9 178 21 Jr. 
2 Ron White SE 5-10 190 20 So. 
24 Doug Wiener** TB 5-9 171 20 Jr. 
35 Dave Windatt* FB 5-11 216 19 So. 
12 Mike Wright" QB 6-3 185 20 Jr. 
HOMETOWN (HIGH SCHOOL) 
Niles (McKinley) 
North Canton (Hoover) 
Kentwood, Ml (East) 
Columbus (Whetstone) 
Chagrin Falls 
Willoughby (South) 
Columbus (North) 
Plymouth, Ml (Plymouth-Salem) 
Detroit, Ml (Kettering) 
Hudson 
Cleveland (Westlake) 
South Charleston 
Wyandotte, Ml (Trenton) 
Youngstown (Cardinal Mooney) 
Oregon (Clay) 
Dayton 
Lorain (Admiral King) 
Brooklyn 
Valley City (North Ridgeville) 
Cleveland (Cleveland Heights) 
Battle Creek, Ml (Central) 
Cincinnati (Oak Hills) 
Milan, Mich. 
Williamsville, NY (South) 
Detroit. Ml (Osborn) 
Chattanooga, TN (Notre Dame) 
Columbus (Northland) 
Niles (McKinley) 
Chillicothe 
Milan, Ml 
Garden City, Ml (East) 
Columbus (Mifflin) 
Chargrin Falls 
Chagrin Falls 
Fremont (St. Joseph's) 
Oberlin 
Homestead, FL (South Dade) 
Inwood, NY (Lawrence) 
Amherst (Firelands) 
Cincinnati (Woodward) 
Columbus (Walnut Ridge) 
Diamondale, Ml (Holt) 
Dearborn Heights. Ml (Divine Child) 
Streetsboro 
Columbus (Whitehall) 
Toledo (St. Francis) 
Rock Creek 
Plymouth, Ml (Plymouth-Salem) 
Bluffton 
Akron (Revere) 
Middletown 
Warren (John F. Kennedy) 
Dayton (Northmont) 
Worthington 
Parma Heights (Valley Forge) 
Sarnia, Ont. (Northern Collegiate) 
Blissfield, Ml 
Toronto 
Strongsville 
Okemos, Ml 
North Baltimore 
Avon Lake 
Toledo (Woodward) 
Cincinnati (Summit Country Day) 
Parma (Valley Forge) 
Kettering (Fairmont East) 
Columbus (Whetstone) 
Salem 
North Canton (Hoover) 
Drayton Plains. Ml (Waterford) 
Toledo (Ottawa Hills) 
Massillon (Washington) 
Westerville (South) 
Wickliffe 
Cincinnati (Princeton) 
St. Clair Shores, Ml (Bishop Gallagher) 
Fairborn (Park Hills) 
Elyria 
Bowling Green 
Gahanna (Lincoln) 
Oberlin 
Canton (Central Catholic) 
Muskegon, Ml (Mona Shores) 
Wellsville 
"Denotes Letters Won 
FUTURE 
FOOTBALL 
SCHEDULES 
1979 
Sept.     8 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
15 at Iowa State 
22 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
29 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct.       6 TOLEDO 
13 at Kent State 
20 MIAMI 
27 at Ball State 
Nov.      3 at Kentucky 
10 SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 
17 at Ohio University 
1980 
Sept. 13 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
20 LONG BEACH STATE 
27 at Kentucky 
Oct.      4 at Western Michigan 
11 at Toledo 
18 KENT STATE 
25 at Miami 
Nov.       1   BALL STATE 
8 at Central Michigan 
15 at Richmond 
22 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
1982 
1983 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1981 
12 at Baylor 
19 at Ohio University 
26 at Michigan State 
3 at Western Michigan 
10 MIAMI 
17 at Northern Illinois 
24 TOLEDO 
31   KENT STATE 
7 at Bail State 
14 at Eastern Michigan 
21   CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Big Games 
at North Carolina 
at Brigham Young 
at Kentucky 
at Washington 
at Arizona 
at Texas Christian 
at Oregon State 
COURTESY OF 
RUOOLPH/LIBBE/INC =^JIL 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
6494 LATCHA ROAO 
WALBRIDGE, OHIO 43465 
AREA CODE 419 
2463671—837-5703 
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America has driven it to the top. 
In just 1wo short years over a million people 
have bought and enjoyed The New Chevrolet 
Caprice and Impala. Pretty darn impressive. 
Of course, one reason for the success of The 
New Chevrolet is that it's simply a very beautiful 
car. And we suggest the 79 version is even 
more beautiful. 
You're invited to visit theChevrolet'tocker 
Room" exhibit at the National Football 
Foundation's new College Football Hall of 
Fame at King's Island (25 miles north of 
Cincinnati). This unique museum lets you 
participate in the fascinating history of 
college football. Don't miss it. 
But then we know it takes more than beauty 
to become the most popular car in America. 
It takes roominess. It takes some very 
impressive standard features. It takes a 
smooth, comfortable ride. And more. 
The New Chevrolet for 1979. Pleasing to the 
eye. Pleasing in lots of other ways, too. 
It's no wonder America's 
f„ driven it to the top. 
See your Chevrolet dealer. 
Chevrolet 
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You decide...pizza or steak, 
a great play either way. 
After the game, you'll want something great. Good Italian food or that 
ail-American favorite, steak. Whatever your goal, just walk across 
the street. Ponderosa or Pizza Inn. No matter which, you win. 
EAST WOOSTER STREET 
PERRY STADIUM 
ITALIAN LINE-UP 
Antipasto Salad 
Garden Fresh Vegetables... garnished with a 
tempting assortment of meat, cheese, olives 
and fresh tomato $1.95 
Pizza 
14 delicious types. Through thick or thin, 
Pizza Inn pizza can't be beat $1.65-$8.60 
Something New! Taco Pizza 
Kinda a taco... Kinda a pizza... but mostly 
kinda Goo-oo-od!! $3.65-$8.60 
Spaghetti 
4 different savory kinds. Includes warm 
garlic bread and salad bar $2.55-$3.10 
Lasagna 
Our own recipe—made from scratch. 
Includes warm garlic bread and salad bar $3.74 
Sandwiches 
Italian Sausage, Meatball, Super Sub or 
V3 lb. Steak Hoagie. All served with chips $1.65-$1.90 
Plus Wine, Draught Beer and other quenchers. 
IXXJuL JLuKl 
AMERICAN LINE-UP 
Extra Cut 734 oz. Rib-eye Dinner $3.19 
Super Sirloin Dinner $3.69 
T-Bone Steak Dinner $4.29 
Sirloin Steak Dinner $3.09 
Rib-Eye Steak Dinner $2.69 
Fish Dinner $2.49 
Chopped Steak Dinner $2.59 
Steak House Deluxe $1.59 
Steak House Deluxe with cheese $1.74 
Junior Square Shooter with fries $ .89 
Junior Square Shooter with cheese and fries $1.04 
Family Night $1.99 
Luncheon Special : $1.79 
Large Salad $1.89 
Special by3 oz Chopped Steak $1.69 
All dinners include a baked Idaho potato, warm roll with butter, 
and unlimited helpings at our salad bar. 
mask. 
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BOWLING GREEN 
OFFENSE 
25 Dan Shetler SE 
79 Bob Harris LT 
65 Mike Rullo LG 
55 Joe Studer C 
67 Dean Hull RG 
77 Mark Prchlik RT 
87 John Park TE 
12 Mike Wright QB 
24 Doug Wiener TB 
35 Dave Windatt FB 
23 Jeff Groth FL 
DEFENSE 
John Fitzpatrick OLB 
Ed Holmes LT 
Jim Mitolo MG 
Todd Gates RT 
Tim Ross OLB 
Jim Gause ILB 
Mike Callesen ILB 
Jac Tomasello WC 
Steve Raabe SC 
Bob Cummins WS 
Dirk Abernathy SS 
2 Ron White, SE 
3 Mark Bogue, DB 
4 Jeff Genyk, QB 
5 Jac Tomasello, CB 
6 Doug Groth, QB 
7 Doug Heisterman, CB 
8 Curt Lewis, FL 
9 Fred Wasson, DB 
10 Dave Endres, QB 
11 John Spengler, K 
12 Mike Wright, QB 
13 Dave Cassel, TB 
14 Dirk Abernathy, SS 
15 Bob Bistritz, CB 
16 Matthew Humphrey, QB 
17 Joe Merritt, CB 
18 Brad Baker, FL 
19 Mike Tucker, QB 
20 MikeSugden, FS 
21 Matt Pillar, SE 
22 Bob Cummins, WS 
23 Jeff Groth, FL 
24 Doug Wiener, TB 
25 Dan Shetler, SE 
26 Carl Rosser, FB 
28 Titus Taylor, FL 
30 Kevin Folkes, TB 
31 Eli Kirk, TB 
32 Steve Holovacs, FB 
33 Mark Firek, SE 
34 Tony Dunklin, CB 
35 Dave Windatt, FB 
36 Dan Gatta, LB 
37 Dan Putman, LB 
38 Steve Raabe, CB 
39 Bruce Matter, LB 
40 Kevin Browning. FB 
42 Joe Guyer, LB 
43 Jim Vannett, DB 
44 Joe Coalter, WS 
47 Michael Bixel, LB 
49 Mike Callesen, LB 
50 Jim Mitolo, MG 
51 Jim Schumann, C 
52 Kip Kane, MG 
53 Jim Sheets, DT 
54 Mark Shaffer, C 
55 Joe Studer, C 
57 Tom Beaber, C 
58 Brian Nordin, MG 
60 Gerald Howard, OG 
61 Jim Gause, LB 
62 Brian Shipman, OG 
63 Dave Ellis, OG 
64 Carl Brungard, OG 
65 Mike Rullo, OG 
66 Frank Bartoszek, OG 
67 Dean Hull, OG 
69 Gary Granger, LB 
70 Todd Gates, DT 
71 Alvin Howard, OT 
73 Jeff Peacock, OG 
74 John Broderick, OT 
75 Darhyl Garrett, OT 
76 Rex Mohr, OT 
77 Mark Prchlik, OT 
78 Barry Clark, OT 
79 Bob Harris, OT 
KENT 
OFFENSE 
44 Sam Moore TE 
75 Tom Jesko LT 
60 Kevin Kuhar LG 
50 Jeff Hrenya C 
62 Marvin Hall RG 
59 Tom Wendling RT 
19 Rich Butera SE 
9 Tom Delaney QB 
49 Dave Bouldin   TB 
20 Ricky Owens FB 
25 Mike Moore SB 
87 
64 
81 
39 
57 
40 
89 
10 
22 
30 
28 
80 Patrick Kennedy, SS 
81 Doug Carr, TE 
82 Harvey Coleman, FL 
83 John Meek, TE 
84 Dave Panczyk, TE 
85 John Fitzpatrick, LB 
87 John Park, TE 
90 Tim Ross, LB 
91 Rick Underman, DT 
92 Myke Clarett, LB 
93 Bryan Gibbs, OT 
94 Ed Holmes, DT 
95 Sam Thacker, LB 
96 Richard Iverson, DT 
97 Richard Deutsch, MG 
98 Dan Reiner, DT 
DEFENSE 
Andre Lanier LE 
Bob Wallace LT 
Mike Zele RT 
Dave Badzik RE 
Mitch Collins LLB 
Jack Lazor MLB 
Mike McKibben RLB 
Woodie Thompson LC 
Garey Burt RC 
Jeff Sisterhen WS 
Mickey Mund SS 
1 Jeff Johnson, DB 
2 Skip Wells, SE 
3 MikeHuth, P 
4 JackCurley, SB 
5 Bill St. Pierre, QB 
6 Keith Elam, QB 
7 Jud Logan, TE 
8 Bill Pakan, DB 
9 Tom Delaney, QB 
10 Woodie Thompson, DB 
11 Mike Shaughnessy, QB 
12 Joe Gogol, QB 
13 Cory Burks, DB 
14 Dennis Falvey, QB 
14 Jeff Woodruff, DB 
15 Pete Holway, TB 
16 Pat Gladfelter, QB 
17 Sam Sopp, DB 
18 Darren Brown, SE 
19 Richard Butera, SE 
20 Ricky Owens, FB 
21 Mike McQueen, TB 
22 Garey Burt, DB 
23 Doug West, FB 
24 J. C. Stafford, TB 
25 Mike Moore, SE 
26 Stephen Paskorz, FB 
28 Mickey Mund, DB 
29 Lou Caracci, PK 
30 Jeff Sisterhen, DB 
31 Craig Roach, DB 
32 Eric Pardon, LB 
33 Mark Horvath, TB 
35 Andy Ferree, SB 
36 Chuck Floyd, DB 
37 Doug Bercu, PK 
38 Bill Dudash, DT 
39 Dave Badzik, DE 
40 Jack Lazor, LB 
41 Mark Lucas, LB 
42 Dick Jamieson, FB 
43 Tom Amato, TE 
44 Sam Moore, TE 
45 Dave Lovgren, FB 
46 Brian Sweeney, DB 
47 Bob Stas, LB 
48 Harold Gregory, DB 
49 Dave Bouldin, TB 
50 Jeff Hrenya, OC 
51 Scott Tipton, OG 
52 John Duplain, OC 
53 Kurt Pakan, OG 
54 Chris Cowles, OT 
55 Johnny Williams, LB 
56 Jay Weis, OC 
57 Mitch Collins, LB 
58 Fred Bolmgren, OC 
59 Tom Wendling, OT 
60 Kevin Kuhar, OT 
61 Maurice Clemmons, LB 
62 Marvin Hall, OG 
63 Dave Yazbek, OT 
64 Bob Wallace, DT 
65 Dalvin Horton, OG 
66 Ben Batton, LB 
67 Tom Sapp, OG 
68 Jim Bzdafka, OT 
69 Sam Buscaglio, OG 
70 Warren Love, DT 
71 Jordan Fitzpatrick, OT 
72 John Calhoun, DT 
73 Brett Horvath, OT 
74 John Jewell, DT 
75 Tom Jesko, OT 
76 Terry Kindling, OT 
77 Darreyl Middleton, OT 
78 Charles Lyles, DT 
81  Mike Zele, DT 
83 Dennis Johnson, SB 
85 Mike Suren, TE 
87 Andre Lanier, DE 
88 Scott Firm, TE 
89 Mike McKibben, LB 
90 John Peters, DE 
91 Rick Davis, DE 
92 Larry Hassel, LB 
94 Jim Castro, P 
95 Mike Severino, LB 
96 Ty Parker, SB 
97 Revawn Harris, DE 
98 Rod Saxe, P-DB 
PIZZA INN 
AND 
PONDEROSA 
SCOREBOARD 
IstQtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. Final 
Visitors 
Falcons 
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Three simple 
ways to 
gainyardage. 
HONDA CIVIC®CVCC®SEDAN 
HONDA ACCORD® 
C3 
IONDA CIVIC 1200 HATCHBACK* 
Das. 1978 models shown. 
HlONIDA 
Wfe make it simple. 
©1978 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
Civic 1200 is a Honda trademark. 
Kent State University Roster 
i' 
NO NAME POS. HT. WT. YR. 
43 Tom Amato* TE 6-1 206 Jr. 
39 Dave Badzik* DE 6-1 120 Jr. 
66 Ben Batton** LB 6-1 190 Jr. 
37 Doug Bercu PK 6-1 170 Fr. 
58 Fred Bolmgren OC 6-2 215 Fr. 
49 Dave Bouldin TB 6-0 172 Sr. 
18 Darren Brown SE 6-1 185 Fr. 
13 Cory Burks DB 6-4 180 Fr. 
22 Garey Burt*** DB 5-11 189 Sr. 
69 Sam Buscaglio OG 6-2 230 Fr. 
19 Richard Butera SE 6-1 165 Fr. 
68 Jim Bzdafka* OT 6-3 228 Jr. 
72 John Calhoun DT 6-3 220 Fr. 
29 Lou Caracci PK 6-0 185 Fr. 
94 Jim Castro P 5-9 180 Fr. 
61 Maurice Clemmons LB 6-3 206 Fr. 
57 Mitch Collins* LB 6-1 218 Jr. 
54 Chris Cowles OT 6-6 235 Fr. 
4 Jack Curley* SB 5-11 179 Sr. 
91 Rick Davis DE 6-3 210 Jr. 
9 Tom Delaney QB 5-10 170 Fr. 
38 Bill Dudash* DT 6-4 219 Jr. 
52 John Duplain OC 5-11 208 Fr. 
6 Keith Elam QB 6-0 190 Jr. 
14 Dennis Falvey QB 6-0 175 Fr. 
35 Andy Ferree*** SB 5-11 190 Sr. 
88 Scott Firm TE 6-3 210 Fr. 
71 Jordan Fitzpatrick OT 5-11 221 So. 
36 Chuck Floyd DB 6-0 190 Fr. 
16 Pat Gladfelter QB 6-0 180 Fr. 
12 Joe Gogol QB 6-0 190 So. 
48 Harold Gregory DB 6-1 190 Fr. 
62 Marvin Hall" OG 6-0 234 Jr. 
97 Revawn Harris* DE 6-5 208 So. 
92 Larry Hassel LB 6-0 196 So. 
15 Pete Holway TB 5-7 164 Fr. 
65 Dalvin Horton OG 6-0 204 So. 
73 Brett Horvath OT 6-1 225 Jr. 
33 Mark Horvath TB 5-11 187 So. 
50 Jeff Hrenya* OC 6-3 242 Jr. 
3 Mike Huth* P 5-6 158 Sr. 
42 Dick Jamieson** FB 5-10 220 Sr. 
75 Tom Jesko** OT 6-5 245 Sr. 
74 John Jewell DT 6-2 225 Fr. 
83 Dennis Johnson SB 6-2 175 Fr. 
1 Jeff Johnson DB 5-10 175 So. 
76 Terry Kindling OT 6-2 235 Fr. 
60 Kevin Kuhar* OT 6-0 253 So. 
87 Andre Lanier** DE 6-2 220 Sr. 
40 Jack Lazor*** LB 6-2 215 Sr. 
7 Jud Logan TE 6-3 200 So. 
70 Warren Love* DT 6-1 237 Jr. 
45 Dave Lovgren FB 6-0 175 Fr. 
41 Mark Lucas LB 6-1 208 Fr. 
78 Charles Lyles DT 6-1 240 Fr. 
89 Mike McKibben** LB 6-2 228 Sr. 
21 Mike McQueen** TB 5-9 173 Jr. 
77 Darrell Middleton* OT 6-1 231 Jr. 
25 Mike Moore SE 5-11 170 Jr. 
44 Sam Moore*** TE 6-1 208 Sr. 
28 Mickey Mund** DB 6-0 196 Jr. 
20 Ricky Owens'* FB 5-9 162 Sr. 
8 Bill Pakan* DB 5-11 188 Sr. 
53 Kurt Pakan** OG 6-0 227 Jr. 
32 Eric Pardon LB 6-1 180 Fr. 
96 Ty Parker SB 5-9 170 Fr. 
26 Stephen Paskorz FB 6-1 210 Fr. 
90 John Peters DE 6-2 220 Fr. 
31 Craig Roach DB 6-1 210 Fr. 
67 Tom Sapp OG 6-1 225 Sr. 
98 Rod Saxe P-DB 6-1 195 Fr. 
95 Mike Severino LB 6-2 215 Fr. 
11 Mike Shaughnessy* QB 5-11 150 So. 
30 Jeff Sisterhen* DB 5-11 175 So. 
17 Sam Sopp DB 6-0 170 Fr. 
5 Bill St. Pierre QB 6-1 151 So. 
24 J. C. Stafford TB 5-11 170 Fr. 
47 Bob Stas LB 6-0 175 Jr. 
85 Mike Suren TE 6-4 210 Fr. 
46 Brian Sweeney DB 5-9 173 So. 
10 Woodie Thompson** DB 5-9 175 Sr. 
51 Scott Tipton OG 5-10 213 So. 
64 Bob Wallace** DT 5-10 231 Jr. 
56 Jay Weis OC 6-1 202 Jr. 
2 Skip Wells* SE 5-11 157 So. 
59 Tom Wendling** OT 6-1 230 Sr. 
23 Doug West* FB 5-10 183 So. 
55 Johnny Williams* LB 6-0 215 So. 
14 Jeff Woodruff DB 6-1 180 Jr. 
63 Dave Yazbek OT 6-0 231 Jr. 
81 Mike Zele*** DT 6-3 236 Sr. 
"Letters won 
HOMETOWN (HIGH SCHOOL) 
Seven Hills (Holy Name) 
S. Euclid (Cathedral Latin) 
Macedonia (Nordonia) 
Shaker Heights (SHHS) 
Louisville (LHS) 
Cleveland (John Adams) 
Youngstown (East) 
Akron (South) 
Buffalo, NY (Seneca Voc.) 
Latrobe, Pa. 
Willoughby (South) 
Maple Heights (MHHS) 
New Philadelphia (NPHS) 
Sharon, Pa. (Kennedy Christian) 
Rome, NY (Free Academy) 
Columbus (Marion Franklin) 
Garrettsville(Garfield) 
Columbus (Eastmoor) 
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Fox Chapel) 
Cincinnati (Colerain) 
Dayton (Centerville) 
Cleveland (Rhodes) 
Canton (St. Thomas) 
Cleveland (J.F.K.) 
Euclid (St. Joseph) 
Columbus (Northland) 
Rayland (Buckeye North) 
Lorain (Senior) 
Canton (McKinley) 
Bloomington, Ind. (BHS) 
Cleveland (St. Joseph) 
Mantua (Crestwood) 
Cleveland (J.F.K.) 
Cleveland (John Hay) 
Cincinnati (Walnut Hills) 
Westlake 
Akron (East) 
Ashtabula (Harbor) 
Parma Heights (Valley Forge) 
Strongsville (Valley Forge) 
Kent (Roosevelt) 
Cleveland (Cathedral Latin) 
Salem (SHS) 
Warren (J.F.K.) 
Smithfield (Buckeye North) 
Cleveland (Collinwood) 
Pittsburgh (Churchill Area) 
Cleveland (St. Joseph) 
Columbus (Marion Franklin) 
Warren (Howland) 
N. Canton (Hoover) 
Columbus (Mifflin) 
North Canton (Hoover) 
Detroit, Mich. (Central) 
Vincennes, Ind. (Lincoln) 
Weston, W.V. (Lewis) 
Cleveland Hts. (Collinwood) 
Marion (Harding) 
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Allegheny) 
Huntington, W. Va. (East) 
Cleveland (St. Joseph) 
Akron (Hoban) 
Brownsville, Pa. (Tallmadge, O.) 
Brownsville, Pa. (Tallmadge, O.) 
Lorain (Admiral King) 
Medina (MHS) 
Cheswick, Pa. (Deer Lakes) 
Pittsburgh, Pa. (N. Allegheny) 
Canonsburg, Pa. (Canon McMillan) 
Toronto (Jefferson Union) 
Kent (Roosevelt) 
Ashtabula (St. John) 
Marco Island, Fla. (Lely) 
Canton (GlenOak) 
Massillon (Perry) 
Miami, Fla. (LaSalle) 
Marietta (MHS) 
Latrobe, Pa. (LHS) 
Parma (Normandy) 
Albany, N.Y. (Colinie Central) 
Cleveland (John Marshall) 
Orrville(OHS) 
Fredonia, N.Y. 
Marysville 
Miami, Fla. (Coral Gables) 
Kettering (Fairmont West) 
Rayland (Witnersville) 
Akron (Buchtel) 
Ravenna 
Youngstown (Cardinal Mooney) 
Euclid (St. Joseph) 
BURGER 
KING 
Have it your way 
BOWLING GREEN 
BURGER KING 
Supports all BGSU 
Sports 
Have a Super 
Year Falcons 
Now Serving 
Breakfast 
1570E. WoosterSt. 
Located Across The 
Street From the BGSU 
Football Stadium 
BOB SCHNEIDER 
OLDSMOBILE 
CADILLAC 
&&/Mi 
1013 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
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New BGSU Recreation Center To Open In January 
The $9.35 million Recreation Center will 
open whole new avenues of opportunities 
for students, according to Dr. Richard 
Eakin, vice provost for student affairs and 
the man responsible for the well-being 
of the University's more than 16,000 
students when they are not in the class- 
room. 
"A residential university, like Bowling 
Green, must be able to provide students 
a social life, cultural life and recreational 
life in addition to the educational offer- 
ing," Dr. Eakin said. 
The Recreation Center, scheduled to 
open in January, will be a huge step 
forward in providing students with new 
opportunities in recreation as well as 
social and cultural outlets. 
The building itself will be one of the 
finest indoor facilities of its kind in the 
state of Ohio. Designed by Thomas T. K. 
Zung of Cleveland, who was also the 
architect for the Alumni Center, the 
massive 185,000 square foot building has 
a very open design with one activity flow- 
ing into another. 
The basic structure is formed by two 
rectangular buildings touching at right 
angles with two pie-shaped areas in 
between. The westernmost building houses 
the Olympic-sized (50 meters long) Samuel 
M. Cooper Pool. The pool's 25-yard width 
will permit meets to be held at one end 
while other activities could possibly 
continue at the other end. The pool 
features underwater viewing windows, 
has one, three, five and seven-and-a-half 
meter diving stations and a 17-foot depth. 
The pool area has seating for 1,300 
spectators. 
Dr. Eakin said the pool will be used by 
both the men's and women's intercollegiate 
swim teams, which will be the only inter- 
collegiate use of the facility. "The top 
priority for this building is student recrea- 
tion, but from the beginning it's been 
understood that the swim teams will be 
the only intercollegiate activity in the 
Center," Dr. Eakin said. 
In September, 1977, the Board of 
Trustees named the pool in honor of Dr. 
Samuel M. Cooper, former swimming coach 
and chairman of the health and physical 
education department. 
The east rectangular building will house 
the sports center, a huge, multi-purpose 
area that will accommodate four basket- 
ball courts or four tennis courts or com- 
binations of volleyball and badminton 
courts. The sports center is rimmed by 
an elevated 190-yard banked running track. 
Under the sports center are 14 hand- 
ball or racquetball courts and three squash 
courts. The courts are two stories high 
and have openings along the back wall 
for viewing. Two of the handball/racquet- 
ball courts and one squash court have 
glass side walls. 
Other features in the lower portion of 
the building include a golf room which 
will have four driving nets and a com- 
bination archery/golf studio that can 
accommodate seven targets or three golf- 
driving nets. The studio will also have an 
astroturf putting surface. 
A 42 by 84-foot room is available for 
dancing or for combative arts such as 
wrestling, karate or boxing. 
A 48 by 104-foot area above and at the 
east end of the building housing the 
Cooper Pool can be used as a singles 
tennis court, a volleyball court or as a 
tennis-hitting wall. A movable partition 
separates the room from the main pool 
area and during large swim meets, extra 
seating is provided in the room that over- 
looks the pool. 
In addition to intercollegiate swim 
meets the pool will be used for instruc- 
tion in health and physical education 
classes and for recreational swimming. 
Also, if they can be fit into the schedule, 
various swim meets, sponsored by out- 
side groups, will be scheduled. 
Two meets have already been set for 
the Cooper Pool next winter and spring, 
including the Northwest Ohio High School 
Women's Districts and the Women's State 
Intercollegiate Swim Meet. 
In the pie-shaped section forming the 
rear of the building is the club swimming 
pool, which is 50 by 25-feet in size and 
will be used primarily for recreation. The 
pool is specially designed and equipped 
to accommodate handicapped persons. 
A three-tier sun deck is being built out- 
side the entrance doors to the club pool 
which is on the lower level. The pool is 
expected to be popular with groups 
wanting to have swimming parties. 
The pie-shaped area in front of the 
building contains the activities center, 
which will be available for students wanting 
to participate in pick-up basketball games, 
table tennis and other activities. Groups 
such as the Pommerettes can use the 
space to practice their routines. 
The activities center is adjacent to the 
main entrance which features a huge 
status board that gives a quick rundown 
on the availability of courts and other 
facilities. The status board will be up- 
dated every half-hour. The entrance area 
is decorated with rough, sawed wood 
walls that have observation windows over- 
looking the pool and into the sports 
center. 
A circular stairway leads from the main 
entrance area to a mezzanine which also 
overlooks the main pool as well as the 
activities center. Students can participate 
in a variety of machine games such as 
bumper pool, pool, football, air hockey, 
pinball and shuffleboard. There will also 
be vending machines for snacks. 
The building has two exercise rooms, 
one for men, the other for women, which 
will contain a wide range of weight and 
exercise equipment. Also, there will be 
two locker rooms, each with 800 lockers, 
and saunas. 
In addition to office space, there will 
be a pro shop where Center users can 
purchase various types of equipment and 
clothing. 
R. J. (Ben) McGuire, the Director of Recreation at Bowling Green, checks progress on 
the university's new $9.35 million recreation center. The structure is scheduled to 
open for student use in January. McGuire will be in charge of the center. 
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GUARANTEED PRICES 
COMPLETE SERVICE 
nianffl! harman/kardon       discurasher 
-JBOSi 
YAMAHA       = 
I SHERWOOD 
ma 5"/<3rs 
« ► 
ciucno -tecnnica ^g wmw* 
Kriket        _„_ n Technics 
maxell  , 
** jftTDK       nuM Jensen 
REVOX    JVC    SONY    ^wass 
Garrard 
gakamichi     PIONEER DENON     KLH 
And the widest selection 
of components 
248 SOUTH MAIN ST. — BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595 
ALSO SHOP OUR TWO OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS 
5206 MONROE ST. 400 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
885-3547 
FINDIAY.OHIO 
424-1191 
OPEN: Monday • Friday Noon to 9 pm — Saturday 10 am to 5:30 pm 
DICK 
WILSON 
i 
Pontiac 
Buick 
GMC Trucks 
N. Dixie Hwy.       Ph. 353-5151 
Include 
Frisch's 
In Your 
Gameplan 
Be sure to stop at a nearby Frisch's Restaurant after the game! 
*892 S. Main St., Bowling Green Open 6 a.m.-Midnight 
*1540 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green Open 24 Hours 
*l-75 & U.S. 20, Perrysburg Open 24 Hours 
*l-75 and U.S. 224, Findlay Open 24 Hours 
Frisch's has so much more: the best double-deck hamburgers in 
town, crisp salads, plump golden shrimp and chicken, and 
desserts you'll drool over. Frisch's — the perfect place for a replay! 
mr      Family Restaurants 
® 
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Bowling Green Welcomes The KSU Marching Band 
Today's Shows 
PRE-GAME:     "Forward Falcons" 
"Kent State Fight Song" 
"For the Good Times" 
"BGSU Alma Mater" 
"Star Spangled Banner" 
HALF-TIME: The Bowling Green State University Band would like to 
welcome the visitors from Kent State University and their 
band under the direction of John Boyd. The KSU Band will 
perform prior to the traditional halftime performance by the 
Falcon Marching Band. The numbers planned by the BGSU 
band will include: "Festive Overture," "California," "Stayin 
Alive," and "Bottle Dance." 
POST-GAME:  The BGSU Band's Famous Post-Game Concert. 
The Staff 
Director: Mark S. Kelly 
Assistant Director: John J. Deal 
Graduate Assistant: Phil Hoverman 
Flag Instructor: Phil Hoverman 
Musical Arrangements: Louis Marini 
Percussion Instructor: Wendell Jones 
Drum Major: Mark Zimmerman 
Twirlers: Brenda Biehi, Jackie Burton, 
Susan Lishness. 
Announcer: Dave Glasmire 
Wankelman and Primrose to be Honored 
Wankelman Primrose 
For the last 30 years the public address 
announcer at BGSU football games has 
come forth with this announcement: "and 
the electric clock operator — Willard 
Wankelman." Many Falcon followers have 
even thought of Mr. Wankelman as a myth. 
But that will change today. The former 
head of the art department and longtime 
professor of art before retiring in 1977 will 
be honored as BGSU's fourth recipient 
of the Honorary Letterman Award. 
A Cincinnati native who became inter- 
ested in athletics at Ohio State where he 
graduated in 1938, Willard earned athletic 
awards from the Bucks as football 
manager and head basketball manager. 
Carrying on his interest in athletics 
when he came to BGSU in 1946, he joined 
the working football crew handling the 
sideline chains, but two years later moved 
into the clock job, where he has served 
for over 150 games. 
Besides  his work at  football  games, 
Willard has also worked as the home 
basketball game scorer for over 25 years 
and aided the athletic department at track 
meets and other athletic events. During 
his 31-year tenure in the academic area, 
he was a counselor of many student- 
athletes. His most famous protege was 
Bernie Casey, renown artist, movie and 
television star and former San Francisco 
and Los Angeles pro football standout. 
In 1976 Willard was honored by the 
Alumni Association with the Honorary 
Alumnus Award, an honor he gained for 
his contribution to the academic, social 
and cultural life of the university. 
He is the co-author of an arts and 
crafts textbook which was used by 600 
university and college art departments. 
He also was one of the founding fathers 
of Phi Delta Theta fraternity chapter here. 
So today when the opening game an- 
nouncement is made, it should include 
—and the 1978 Honorary Letterman. An 
award well deserved. 
Forty years ago this fall, a lanky Lake- 
wood student-athlete entered BGSU as a 
freshman, enrolled in the newly-formed 
College of Business Administration. 
Today, the Falcon Club is most happy 
to honor this alumnus-athlete, William 
J. Primrose, Jr., now of Fairview Park, Ohio, 
as the Silver Anniversary Award winner. 
The late Jay Bone '26, and Ralph Quesin- 
berry '46, have been previous recipients. 
Bill has been one of Bowling Green's 
most loyal alumni members, not only 
interested in the athletic program, but 
showing a wide breadth of interest in 
campus activities. 
Along with his wife, Mary, also a 1942 
BGSU graduate, Bill has been an out- 
standing member of the Alumni Associa- 
tion, serving the Cleveland Area as vice- 
chairman of Bowling Green's Mission: 
Expanding Horizons. He is also a member 
of the Board of Directors of the BGSU 
Foundation and a member of the President's 
Club. He has been a longtime Falcon Club 
member. 
His strong interest in athletics was 
shown in the early 1960's when he aided 
in the recruitment of student-athlete 
Sidney Sink, who later became one of 
BG's top cross country-track standouts 
and NCAA steeplechase champion. 
As a student-athlete, Bill won three 
awards in track, specializing in the high 
hurdles and dash events. He won the 
interclass competition in the hurdles in 
1941 and 1942. He was a member of the 
Varsity Club for three years along with 
being a member of the 1939 university 
band. 
Bill is president of the Dickey-Grabler 
Co. in Cleveland. He has the honor of 
having his entire family as BGSU graduates. 
His daughter, Mrs. Robert (Jacqueline) 
Mihocik and son, William, III, were 1971 
and 1974 graduates. Bill was a two-year 
letterman in swimming for Coach Tom 
Stubbs. 
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Start th&riiqpg 
Ot&ngeattije 
JK^Lick off the game with a meal at L-K . . . 
then recap the big plays over an L-K dessert. 
And if you're an alumnus coming back to the 
fold, remember to stay at a nearby L-K Motel. 
Because the blue and yellow is 100% behind 
the big orange! 
E Family Restaurants and Motels 
1021 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
1450 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
L-K Motels 
I-75 & State Rte. 18, North Baltimore, Ohio (419) 257-2901 
I-475 & US 25, Perrysburg, Ohio (419) 874-3554 
I-75 & Buck Road, Rossford, Ohio (419) 666-4515 
TOLL FREE NUMBER: 800-447-4470 
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CHEERLEADERS: 
The people responsible for 
the fine spirit at Bowling 
Green are the 1978 Falcon 
cheerleaders. Front Row 
(L-R) — Raedine 
Borzick, Paula Whetsel, 
Karen Judy, Susie Brock 
and Ellen Dorsey. Back 
Row (L-R) — Ken Miller, 
Mary Heitman, Scott 
Thomas, Janet Halasinski 
and captain Robin 
DeVelvis. 
MANAGERS: 
Bowling Green's award- 
winning equipment 
manager, Glenn Sharp 
(center), will be assisted 
by four managers during 
the 1978 Falcon football 
season. Assisting Sharp 
will be (L-R) Ron Schoemmel, 
Joe Sharp, Glenn Sharp, 
Jeff Krueger, and Jay 
Barton. Sharp was chosen 
Equipment Manager of the 
Year this summer by the 
Athletic Equipment 
Managers Association. 
SPORTS MEDICINE STAFF: 
Helping keep Falcon 
athletes in tip-top 
condition are the members 
of the Sports Medicine 
Staff under the direction 
of head trainer Bill Jones. 
The group includes (L-R) — 
Tom Sears, Hal Hilmer, 
Preston Reilly, Steve Moll, 
assistant trainer Pat 
Troesch, Jones, assistant 
trainer Chuck Chartier, 
George Goodrich, Sam 
Crowther and Bruce Piatt. 
Spirit 
And 
Tradition 
Alma Mater 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and 
daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
From our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
FORWARD FALCONS 
Fight Song 
Forward Falcons! 
Forward Falcons! 
Fight for victory, 
Show our spirit, 
Make them fear it, 
Fight for dear Bee Gee. 
Forward Falcons! 
Forward Falcons! 
Make the contest keen, 
Hold up the fame 
Of our mighty name 
And win for Bowling Green! 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Roll 'em down you BG warriors 
Roll 'em down and win for BGSU 
(Repeat the first four lines) 
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f mybestofthefresh 
C^plattere!" 
"Take your choice!" 
"How about our fresh roast beef sandwich 
—cooked up just right, stacked up high 
on a toasted, seasoned 
sesame seed bun. 
AftJ 
"C'mon in an'make yourself 
right at home!" 
DRIVE 
THRU 
Wooster & Summit 
Bowling Green 
We've got hamburger an' cheeseburger 
platters, too. 
"Or try a Double-R-Bar Burger or our 
Pappy Parker fried chicken platter. The 
choice is yours! 
"Then, we'll add crisp, western fries 
an' fresh creamy cole slaw to make 
it a big, delicious meal! 
Taste the best of the fresh! 
LfVE 
FURNITURE 
LWE 
EXCLUSIVES 
180,000 custom order 
combinations 
30-day delivery on 
custom orders 
455 tested and 
guaranteed fabrics 
10-day free home trial 
70 years furniture 
making experience 
Where the Fashions Are! 
991 S. Main 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone: 352-8147 
Bowling Green's Most Exciting Nite Spot 
Isn't in Bowling Green 
No kidding, it's just outside Bowling Green. It's a place that does the music the 
way you want to hear it; makes your dancing shoes move and kick around, and 
serves fine beverages 365 nights a year. 
Dixie Electric Co. W 
2541 Dixie Hwy. 
Perrysburg.Ohio 
An Entertainment Utility 
come plug yourself in! 
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Kent State University 
HiSlS 
The University 
WHAT IS KENT STATE "REALLY LIKE"? 
KENT STATE IS ... 
27,000 students on eight campuses 
five separate colleges 
182 ways to team a living 
reading the Daily Kent Stater 
the million volume library 
located in the heart of northeastern 
Ohio 
watching a film in the Kiva 
20 major intercollegiate sports for men 
and women 
three graduate schools 
the beautiful indoor dual-rink Ice Arena 
1,200 rolling acres of wooded land 
three independent schools 
six acres of floor space in the Student 
Center 
5,000 students living on campus 
living/learning communities on campus 
students with  like majors in  special 
residential facilities 
pre-paid bus service operated solely by 
students 
people like Thurman Munson and Jack 
Lambert 
one hour by air from entire eastern 
quarter of U.S. 
a state university, offering quality edu- 
cation at low cost 
a golf course, an airport, Dix Stadium 
the unique Honors and  Experimental 
College 
Porthouse Theatre, Stump Theatre, and 
music at Blossom 
the Mid-American Conference 
the   Northeastern   Ohio   Universities 
College of Medicine 
people and a process 
people like you 
Dr. Brage 
President 
Don Dufek 
Athletic Director 
Ron Blackledge 
Head Coach 
Mike Zele 
Defensive Tackle 
Jack Lazor 
All-MAC Linebacker 
Tom Jesko 
Offensive Tackle 
Mike Moore 
Slotback 
Ricky Owens 
Tailback 
Mike McKibben 
Linebacker 
Sam Moore 
Tight End 
. 
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Athletic Department's Public Service Team 
James Hof 
Vice President 
Tom Kisselle 
Assistant A.D. 
4 A 
Carole Huston 
Associate A.D. 
f <? 
-^m 
Carl Hallberg 
Faculty Representative 
ATHLETIC SECRETARIES: Playing a vital role in the day-to-day activities 
of the Bowling Green athletic department are the staff secretaries. The 
group includes (L-R) — Becky Meek, Opal Adams, Ann Jones, Jan Kiehl, 
Lou-Ann Terhune, Ann Baer and Sandy Graf. 
4E» 
Bob Dudley 
Golf Course Director 
Jim Ruehl 
Ice Arena Director 
Jim Krone 
Tickets & Promotion 
.^P* 
1 
ti&. 
</k 
Dave Senko 
Sports Information 
Ken Schoeni 
Administrative Ass't. 
STADIUM MAINTENANCE TEAM: The men responsible for keeping the 
stadium and surrounding athletic plant in great shape is the athletic fields 
and facilities crew under the direction of Ken Schoeni, administrative 
assistant. The group includes (L-R) — Jerry Hiser, Dan Malone, Jerry 
Jimison, Schoeni, Norm Jimison, Butch Patton and Bud Sawyer. Missing 
are Curly Foster and Dick Layman. Jim Harris 
Development Officer 
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mum 
mimi 
THE UNBEATABLE TEAM! 
DISHOP MOTORS 
US Rt. 25 Bowling Green 
Located 2 Miles North of BGSU 
Phone — Bowling Green 353-5271; Toledo 246-9592 
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS - GAS & DIESEL 
HORSE & STOCK TRAILERS 4-WHEEL DRIVE SCOUTS 
For a truly good meal 
Country 
inn 
"Just down the Pike 
25 Miles on Rt. #6 from 
Orange Country" 
3619 W. Hayes Ave. 
Fremont, Ohio 
332-8828 
GOOD LUCK BIG ORANGE 
We're only minutes away . . . 
• Excellent Banquet Facilities Available 
• Blue Max Disco Daily 9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 
• Sunday Family Buffet 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
^ 
I-75 at U.S. 20 
AMAa 
i INN 1 
Perrysburg 
874-3101 
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NOW OPEN 
The College Football Hall of Fame. 
Imagine, if you will a Hall of Fame devoid of musty little rooms 
where memories hang heavily along drably painted walls and 
trophies lose their glitter in dim-lit shadow boxes. 
Visualize, instead, a football Hall of Fame which honors its great 
players, coaches and personalities in bright attitudes of achieve- 
ment. Picture telescreens bringing men and matter to life, where 
the late Knute Rockne "talks" of legends and "Red" Grange gal- 
lops again. See yourself matching wits with history's most 
successful coaches or testing your knowledge of the game in a 
computer quiz. 
These experiences are reality at the National Football Founda- 
tion's new College Football Hall of Fame at Kings Island, the 
1600-acre family entertainment center, situated along Interstate- 
71 north of Cincinnati. The new facility promises more than a 
past-tense presentation of gridiron glory. To the contrary, you will 
discover football excitement in a modern mood, blending multi- 
media concepts into a unique, fun-filled learning process. 
Aligned with the National Football Foundations's dedication to 
educate and inspire Americans through the principles of football, 
the new building has been hailed as the Hall of Fame of 
the future. 
Jaques Cattell Press, in its recently-released The Big Book Of 
Halls Of Fame, foresees the visitor getting "to know the game of 
college football intimately within 2-3 hours" or attaining "in 10 
minutes, a first-name kind of friendship with a famous college 
football star of the past'.' 
Indeed, this personalized approach is an integral part of the Hall. 
Exhibits will bring the total college football experience to life via 
action-oriented attractions which invite your participation. With- 
in a campus-like framework of Georgian-Colonial architecture, 
the building will house a wonderland of fact and fun certain to 
appeal to each member of the family—male and female, young 
and old. 
For example, a touch of the telescreen keyboard will conjure up 
the legends of Jim Thorpe, Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski, 
"Whizzer" White, Pop Warner or any of the 453 players and 
coaches enshrined in the Hall. The computer will give you ready 
access to information on the Hall of Famers, according to name, 
school, state or season. 
You may want to meander through the "Time Tunnel',' tracing the 
history of football from its earliest beginning as a Greek game 
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called Harpaston, played in 478 B.C., to its modern version. 
Walk along the cobblestones of Merry Old England and learn 
how King Henry II outlawed the sport when his archers spent 
more time kicking a ball than drawing their bows. Leave the 
ancient days of football's development, passing through a Civil 
War tent and into the blossoming evolution of the game as a 
uniquely American sport. 
Four theatres will provide cinematic insight into great teams and 
individuals, classic contests, bowl highlights and rib-tickling 
football follies. Wide-eyed youngsters can enjoy Hanna- 
Barbera's Fred Flintstone in an "explanation" of football rules. A 
250-seat Grandstand Theatre will record the game's Golden and 
Modern eras in film and slides. 
And, yes, you will witness Notre Dame's legendary Knute 
Rockne—in a specially-produced animated form—deliver his 
famous pep talks in the "Locker Room',' sponsored by Chevrolet. 
The reincarnate Rockne will urge you to "Win One For The 
Gipper" or "Fight, Fight, Fight',' recalling some of the most in- 
spirational moments in football. That's not all! Many other 
coaches are featured in Locker Room screenings. 
The computerized "Strategy Room" is set to offer exciting games 
to test your skill and judgment in situations so familiar to the 
nation's coaches. Tackle a computer quiz and "make the team',' 
moving from Recruit to Coach, all based upon your knowledge of 
football and its history. 
Or, for some real fun, step up to the tee and kick a "game-winning" 
field goal. Be careful, though! There are cheers if you make it, 
boos if you miss. 
Undoubtedly, the new Hall of Fame will offer college football's 
color, excitement and pageantry as an extension of the already 
popular family entertainment theme of Kings Island. Taft 
Broadcasting Company, owner of Kings Island, is managing the 
Hall of Fame under the direction of the National Foot- 
ball Foundation. 
The traveling gourmet can enjoy the Island's International Restau- 
rant; the golfer, a tour of the jack Nicklaus Golf Center, site of 
the 1978 Ladies Professional Golf Association Championship. 
Overnight guests will relax amid the Swiss-chalet charm of the 
300-room Kings Island Inn or take advantage of the Kings Island 
Campground which accommodates 300 recreational vehicles. 
Falcon Athletes Have Another Impressive Year 
Bowling Green continued to display a well-rounded sports 
program on the state, regional and national level in 1977-78 
with some outstanding efforts by many of the Falcons' men's 
and women's teams. 
Boasting the largest total sports program in the Mid- 
American Conference and one of the most extensive in the 
nation (24 sports), Bowling Green compiled its third best 
overall season ever in 1977-78 with a winning percentage 
of .606. Only a .630 mark in 1975-76 and a .618 ledger in 
1973-74 bettered last year's effort. 
Highlight of the 1977-78 sports year was the hockey team's 
third place finish in the NCAA playoffs in Providence, R.I. 
Coach Ron Mason's skaters captured the CCHA regular-season 
and playoff crowns and then bested Colorado College in the 
NCAA   Midwest   Regional   Championship. 
In addition to the hockey team's performance, the BG 
men's golf team, by winning the MAC, earned a trip to the 
NCAA Tournament at the University of Oregon and various 
members of the other men's and women's teams earned 
trips to national championship. 
Championships garnered by Bowling Green teams during 
the campaign were by the men's golf team (MAC), the 
women's swimming team (state title) and women's track 
(state title). Runner-up performances were achieved by the 
men's cross country team in the MAC and the women's gym- 
nastics in the state. The women's synchronized swim team 
placed sixth at the nationals. 
Both the men's and women's teams showed marked im- 
provement over the previous year. The men upped their 
winning percentage to .650 which was the highest in the 
1970's, while an increased emphasis in the women's pro- 
gram produced a .548 mark to better the .511 record of 
1976-77. 
The Falcons tied for second in the MAC All-Sports Reese 
Trophy competition with a winning percentage of .602. This 
marked the third time in the 1970's that the school had 
reached that percentage. The Falcons had overall winning 
records against all but one of the league schools and showed 
an improved won-lost record against seven league institutions. 
From a fiscal standpoint, the athletic's allocation of better 
than $1.6 million is divided with the administrative and non- 
revenue areas funded by the general fees paid by students. 
The revenue-sports division is funded by gate receipts and 
income from concessions, parking, programs, guarantees, etc. 
Additional monies to help pay athletic grants-in-aid and re- 
cruiting expenditures are raised from private contributions 
made to the  Falcon Club. 
In addition to administration of the intercollegiate pro- 
gram, the athletic department is directly involved with both 
the  educational  and   public  service  areas  of the  University. 
The department supervises the University's 18-hole golf 
course, the Ice Arena and all of the athletic fields and facili- 
ties at the University. Through contact with club teams and 
an extensive intramural program, the department helped 
provide services to more than  16,000 participants last year. 
Various local, state and national organizations made use 
of BG's modern facilities for several events and the depart- 
ment also helped in the University's total public service 
program. 
The athletic program also embraces the department of 
health and physical education and recreation with service 
courses open to all students. 
Following is a brief look at the recent history and current 
status of Bowling Green's 24 varsity teams: 
BASEBALL — During the past seven seasons, the Falcons 
have won 201 games while losing 123. In four of the last 
five campaigns, Bowling Green has taken 30 or more vic- 
tories per season and has averaged 29 victories per year 
since head coach Don Purvis took over in 1972. Each of the 
last two seasons has produced a Division I All-American as 
MAC home run king Larry Owen was honored in 1977 and 
Chuck Black was selected in 1978. The '79 season looks 
promising as the Falcons will face Ohio State, Univ. of 
Michigan, Notre Dame and Miami of Florida in addition to 
the traditional MAC foes. The past two seasons have seen 
seven  Falcons sign  professional baseball contracts. 
BASKETBALL — The dynamic John Weinert enters his third 
year of coaching at Bowling Green with his best prospects yet, 
and BG having a string of six first-division league finishes 
in the last seven years. The Falcon's rich basketball tradition 
includes six NIT appearances, five NCAA tournaments and 
four MAC titles. The 1978-79 schedule lists such powers 
as Marquette, Loyola and Duquesne. The women's team has 
finished second three times and fourth twice  in seven Ohio 
state championships, and enters the new season under 
coach Kathy Bole. 
CROSS-COUNTRY — Coach Mel Brodt's squads have racked 
up an impressive 110-35 mark during his 18 years at the 
helm and the BG runners annually rank among the best in 
the Midwest. BG has had 20 winning seasons in 22 years 
and four top-10 finishes nationally since 1969. The women's 
teams continues to shine with a ninth place finish in last 
year's AIAW meet and a sixth place finish in the Midwest 
Championships. 
FIELD HOCKEY — Under new coach Pat Brett and with 
an increased emphasis in the program, the team should 
start reaping the benefits this season after a couple of hard- 
luck seasons. The 1977 squad held four opponents scoreless 
and limited four others to a single tally. 
FOOTBALL — Coach Denny Stolz will be in his second 
year as the Falcon's head coach with some solid returnees 
and an exceptional freshman class as he looks to lead the 
Falcons to their 22nd winning season in the last 24 years. 
That winning tradition placed Bowling Green among the top 
25 winningest teams in major-college football. An appearance 
in the nation's top 20 (19th) in 1973 and "big-game" vic- 
tories over Purdue, Syracuse (twice) and Brigham Young 
highlight the 70's. Future games are booked with Iowa State, 
Kentucky, Michigan State, Baylor, Washington, North Caro- 
lina, Oregon State, Arizona and Brigham Young. 
GOLF — Twelve tournament championships in the last 
seven years and consistent "top five" finishes gives the 
men's teams one of the best records in the Midwest. The 
1978 team captured the MAC title for the third time in the 
70's and ranked 25th in the NCAA's. The men have cracked 
the nation's top 30 on three occasions thanks in part to 
being able to prep on the University's own 18-hole course. 
The women's team has been a consistent contender in most 
tournaments in the Midwest and won the state title in 1974. 
GYMNASTICS — One of the fastest rising BG programs 
from the standpoint of spectator interest and competitive 
skill, the women's team placed second in the last four state 
championships and was seventh in the Midwest meet last 
year while rolling up a fine 14-1 slate. 
HOCKEY — Just a varsity sport at BG for nine years, the 
Falcons have quickly become one of the nation's top col- 
legiate teams. The skaters were third in the 1978 NCAA 
Championships after finishing fifth in 1977. Coach Ron 
Mason's team has been ranked in the top ten the last four 
seasons and the Falcons have compiled an outstanding 
191-110-12 record in the nine seasons of their existence. 
Capacity crowds at the 3,000 seat BGSU Ice Arena are a 
common   sight. 
LACROSSE — In the last five years, the men's team has 
a 51-10 record which ranks as one of the best in the nation. 
Three Midwest championships and an 118-33 record in 13 
years of varsity play are on the books. The powerful women's 
team claimed the 1975 Midwest crown and is 27-11-4 for 
the last three years. 
SOCCER — In four of the last six years, BG has been 
ranked as one of the four top teams in Ohio. NCAA tourna- 
ment appearances in 1972 and 1973 highlight the 1970's. 
SWIMMING — With a new Olympic-sized swimming pool 
near completion on campus, BG's swimming fortunes should 
take a big step upwards. The women's team has claimed 
five straight state titles and finished in the top 35 teams 
at the national meet in two of the last five years. The men's 
team continues to set new records as it prepares to move 
into the new facility. 
TENNIS ■— The men's squad has captured four first-divi- 
sion MAC finishes in the last five seasons and rolled to a 
21-7 record in 1977 along with a tie for third place in the 
championships. The women's team finished in a similar spot 
in the Ohio Large College Tournament and boasts a 31-7 
record in the last four years. 
TRACK — The men's program has attracted national at- 
tention thanks to such figures as Olympic gold medalist 
Dave Wottle, record-setting steeplechaser Sid Sink and the 
team's second place finish at the 1972 NCAA Indoor Cham- 
pionships. The strong women's program has won three con- 
secutive Ohio championships and two straight Mid-American 
Invitationals. 
VOLLEYBALL — Consistently one of the best teams in the 
state, the varsity was fifth in the last two state tournaments 
and had an impressive 18-7 record in 1977. 
WRESTLING — With 21 non-losing seasons in the last 24 
years, the Falcons have garnered three MAC titles and pro- 
duced 15 individual champions in the last two decades. 
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Promoting the 1978 "car-for-a-year" contest are (left to right) Rich Slaughter (Station Manager, WKIQ), Roger Homer and 
Marion Newman (Bowling Green Marathon dealers), Jim Smith (Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth), and Jim Lessig (BGSU Athletic 
Director). 
Guess How Many Cans of Marathon 
Ultra-D™ Oil are in Al Smith's Plymouth 
Horizon and Drive it for a Year 
Cut out the entry blank below with your guess of how many empty 
cans of Marathon's Ultra-DTM oil are in the Plymouth Horizon 
parked at the end of the stadium. Either enter your guess in the 
boxes located under the stadium, register at Al Smith Chrysler 
Plymouth, 921 N. Main Street, or mail to WKIQ 93 FM, 143 E. 
Wooster St. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 before midnight November 
14, 1978. You need not attend a Falcon game or be present for 
the half time announcements of the winner during the November 
18, 1978 football game, Bowling Green State University versus Ohio 
University. The correct or closest entry (without going over) received 
Follow Falcon Football, Basketball 
and Hockey on 
by mail or dropped in an official entry box will be declared the 
winner. Said winner shall receive the use of a 1979 Plymouth 
Horizon. This Horizon will be their's for a period of twelve months 
(not to exceed 20,000 miles). This car does not include insurance, 
gas, oil, service charges or repair. You must be 18 years of age or 
older and have a valid driver's license. When returned the car will be 
subject to a market value appraisal. In the event of a tie, a drawing 
will be held and all results are final. Employees of WKIQ, Al Smith 
Chrysler-Plymouth and Marathon Oil and their immediate families 
are not eligible. 
Drive A Plymouth Horizon Entry Blank 
93 FM 
WKIQ 
Wood County Radio 
Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth 
Name 
Address 
City/State 
Number of Cans of Marathon Oil 
Zip_ 
Winner to be announced during halftime of the Falcon Football 
game Nov. 18, 1978. 
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Taste the difference 
natural makes. 
ilJ.r»-£|/^#, 
7\ 
Lef1 »J«&AC 'i&wsefe 1S4- EXTRA 
[r^1 
BEER 
W&wb* Wm 9% 
111 11 ss 
MWttt    »IS 
Pabst.Thef1ilwaukeebrewer 
that still believesin 
brewing beer naturally. 
Pabst Brewing Company First of the great Milwaukee brewers Since 1844. 
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FIGHT FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
«w _ff= g«U 
530 E. WOOSTIR ST. S BIZ PHONE 353-7732 
FOR THE BEST IN 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
SWEATSHIRTS & MASCOTS 
AND 
A wide variety of cloth and paperback 
books for your educational needs and 
general   reading   enjoyment. 
[ GOOD/YEAR For More Good Years In Your Car 
'ELIMINATE WINTER1! 
TIRE CHANGEOVER 
Tiempo 
Steel Belted Radial 
The Tire You've Seen Advertised on TV 
Here's Ihn grip you nerd... for almosi any road, 
in almosi any weather. 10,00(1 hardworking tread 
edges for Iraclion. A well-grooved Iread lor 
hydroplaning resistant:!1 when il rains. A smooth, 
quiet ride (or any wealher. iiny season. And with 
radial construt:lion, you get a dividend in gas- 
savins economy that pays oil 
Get Tiempo - the one tire that does 
GOODWYEAR Q Convenient Ways °    to Charge 
• Our Own Customers Credit Plan 
• BankAmericard       . Master Charge 
165 
S. Main St. 
TOM'S TIRE & AUTO SERVICE 
AAon. thru Fri. 8 to 6—Sat. 8 to 3 Phone 352-4628 
^f%, 
Beer — 
Wine — 
Liquor — 
HOURS: 
Sun. — Wed. 
4:30 p.m. — 2:30 a.m. 
Thurs. — Sat. 
4:30 p.m. — 3:00 a.m. 
516 E. Wooster 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
352-1506 
Myles' Pizza 
Pub 
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Pass the Schlitz 
BOWLING GREEN BEVERAGE, INC. 
N. DIXIE HIGHWAY 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO — PH: 352-4965 
Through the Courtesy of BELL & BECKWITH 234 ERIE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO    •    PHONE 241-3201 
Members of New York Stock Exchange with Offices in Toledo, Lima, Defiance 
1978 BOWLING GREEN FALCONS: First Row, L-R, Joe Guyer, Doug Heisterman, Barry Clark, Jeff Groth, Matt Pillar, Brad Baker, Co-Captain Dirk Abernathy, Co-Captain Joe Studer, Jim Gause, 
Bob Cummins, Kip Kane, Mark Shaffer, Jim Mitolo, John Fitzpatrick, Tony Dunklin. Second Row, L-R, Tim Ross. Dan Gatta, Jim Sheets, Doug Groth, Bob Fisher, Mike Tobey, Steve Raabe, Mike 
Sugden, Mike Callesen, Bob Harris, Rex Mohr, Tom Beaber, Ed Holmes, Steve Holovacs. Third Row, L-R, Myke Clarett, Mike Tucker, Todd Gates, Carl Brungard, John Spengler, Joe Merritt, 
Mark Bogue, Darhyl Garrett, Titus Taylor, Mike Wright, Harvey Coleman, Marc Fruth, Doug Wiener, Dan Shetler, Joe Drummelsmith. Fourth Row, L-R, Carl Rosser, Pete Hornus, Dave Endres, 
Sam Thacker, Mike Czack, Mike Rullo, Mark Prchlik, Dave Panczyk, Dean Hull, Gerald Howard, Brian Shipman, Kevin Folkes, Dan Putman, Kevin Browning, Mike Bixel. Fifth Row, L-R. Andy 
Achterhoff, Bob Bistritz, Matt Humphrey, Curt Lewis, Bryan Gibbs, Richard Deutsch, Jac Tomasello, Ron White, Dave Ellis, Dave Cassel, John Broderick, Jeff Peacock, John Park, Dave Windatt. 
Sixth Row, L-R, Alvin Howard, Bruce Matter, Guy Totten, Rich Iverson, Doug Carr, John Meek, Pat Kennedy, Dan Reiner, Frank Bartoszek, Andre Young, Jim Schumann, Gary Granger, Greg Diehl, 
Fred Wasson. Seventh Row, L-R, Trainer Bill Jones, Assistant Trainer Chuck Chartier, Assistant Trainer Pat Troesch, Sam Crowther, Preston Reilly, Bruce Piatt, Equipment Manager Glenn Sharp, 
Joe Sharp, Jay Barton, Ron Schoemmell, Jeff Krueger, Graduate Assistant Scott Rollo, Graduate Assistant Jim Piper, Graduate Assistant Ron Vanderlinden. Eighth Row, L-R, Gary Pinkel, 
Charlie Butler, Steve Beckholt, Head Coach Denny Stolz, Mike Rasmussen, Jim Heacock, Charlie Baggett. Not pictured, Rick Underman. 
